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 I hIE ENGLISH

 HIST'ORICAL REVIEW

 NO. LXXXVI.-APRIL 1907 *

 The Ceremoonial Book of Constanauzlue

 Por5hyrogenzneos

 T HE treatise on the ceremonies of the Byzantine court,
 commonly known by the title De Cerimonis, is ascribed to

 Constantine VII in the unique manuscript in which it is preserved.-
 It is clear that, if this attribution is true, it is not completely true
 of the text which has come down to us, since this text containis
 some passages relating to events subsequent to Constantine's death.
 These passages, which will be noticed below, led Reiske to throw
 ouit the conjecture that the original compiler was not Con-
 stantine VII, but his grandson, Constantine VIII.2 As there is no
 evidence whatever to connect Constantine VIII with the work this
 suggestion, which Reiske only put forward tentatively, has mliet
 with no favour; and it is now generally admitted that the oricinal
 compilation belongs to the reign of Constantine VII.3 A careful
 examination of the treatise leaves no room for doubt that this is
 the case; but there is considerable unlcertainty as to the limits of
 the work in its first shape and the extent of the later additions.
 Thus Rambaud concluded that the greater part of book ii. dates
 from the end of the tenth century.4

 Besides the problem of determining how the work came to

 I In thle University Library at Leipzig: a handsome parchinent, saec. xi/xii.
 First edited by Leich and Reiske, 1751-4; reprinted in Bonn Co7p ?, 1829-30.

 2 Reiske's Pr-aefatio, ed. Bonn, p. xxiii.
 3 So Rambaud, Krumbacher, Bieliaev.

 4L'Em.pire grec au dixigine Sigele, p. 136; but he also contemplates the reigns of
 Constantine VIII and Romanus III (p. 134).

 VOL. XXII.-NO. LXXXVI. P

 * All rights reserved.
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 210 TIHE CEREMONIAL BOOK OF April

 assume its present form, the character of the original compilation,

 which consists largely of transcripts of older documents, presents

 a second problem to the critic. It is important to distinguish the
 compiler's work from his material, and to discover the periods to

 which the various incorporated documents belong. In his book
 dealing with the ceremonies described in book i. cc. 1-37, Bieliaev

 has made several useful observations bearing on this question, and

 Diehl has recently made a valuable contribution.5

 I. GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE TREATISE.

 ? 1. A comparison of the preface to book ii. with the preface

 to book i. shows that book ii. was part of the design of the original
 author. The preface to book i. announces as the sub*ject ' r'ri
 /3aacXEdov TatE(OS' 'KOECTl5' TE Kat vwoTr7vwoCsC, and promises to
 describe o'o-a 7rapa rwv 7raXato-rpcov EEVp-'O Kal \apA\ r()v

 EcopaKorVw 81y'yEdXO Kat 7rap' 'prOv azvr6'v EEaW KaL\ v r v
 Emqpypl,O (p. 4). The preface to book ii. (p. 516) draws a distinc-
 tion between two kinds of material-(1) written records, b'o-a

 o-v,y,pa0?47 7rapa rca-tv EfTVXEv; and (2) what has been handed
 down orally, -ras' ,cv 'acys &ao-co 4cEva Kat\ 7rapa\ -rc6v 7rpseo-/3rrE'paw
 iKoXOMCOYS 7o-s vrEptSpO apaWE/4W.EVa. It is stated that the
 former, hitherto scattered and disconnected, have been arranged,
 'by our care,' in logical order and included in book i. (EV r?3 wrpo
 -riua8E /33Xov); the latter are to form the content of book ii. (ova

 r 7r-apovo-a 83iI3Xos -/J,7rEptEXEt). There can be no doubt that the
 two prefaces are from the same pen, as they profess to be; the
 style and tone are exactly the same. But the first preface does
 not announce, or seem to contemplate, a division of the work into
 two books, nor does it discriminate the two classes of material
 which determine that division. Hence we can conclude that the
 preface to book i. is a preface to the work as a whole, written
 before book i. was completed or perhaps begun, and that the
 second book was an afterthought.6

 IU io to be observed that, although in these prefaces the writer

 5 The chief literature on the De Cerimoniis is as follows: the Prefaces of Leich

 and Reiske (in vol. i., ed. Bonn), and the Commentary of Reiske (in vol. ii., ed. Bonn);
 Rambaud, op. cit. (1870), pp. 128-36; H. Waschke, Stitdien zu dent Ceremnoniet des
 K. Porphyr. (1884); Krumbacher, Gesch. der byz. Litt.2 pp. 254-7 (where references
 to works on special points will be found); D. Th. Bieliaev, ' Ezhednevnye i voskresnye
 prierny vizantiiskikh tsarei i prazdnichnye vykhody ikh v khram sv. Sophii,' v ix-x

 v. 1893 (being the 2nd book of his Byzantinia); Bieliaev's preface deals with the
 origin and composition of the work, and is the fullest study of the question that has
 hitherto appeared. The first book of his Byzantina (' Obzor glavnykh chastei
 bolshago dvortsa,' 1891) is also indispensable. For the works of Markovich and

 Kanevski it is enough to refer to Bieliaev's preface, p. xvi sqq. I cite his two voluines
 as Obzor and Prierny. Diehl, Etudes byzantines (1905), p. 293 sqq.

 6 This conclusion is supported by the fact that while in the MS. book ii. is headed Tb

 aE&TEpOP 01,8kov (p. 509) book i. is not headed to 7rp-TOP /3s,8A'oV.
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 1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 211

 does not give any express indication of his identitv, there is not
 only nothing to contradict, or cast suspicion on, thle authorship of
 Constantine, but the general tone and some particular phrases

 seem to bear out its imperial origin. For instance, p. 3: ,1tCv BS
 Kat Xt)av 0A.0ov Kat 7rEpLc7rov3Sac7ToV Kait 7wThv axXwAv a7ravrwov
 OtKELOTEpOv, aTE 1a\ TY WaCVETq75 TaeEOS Tr9 /aotXELOv a'PX-
 SECKVV/4E'VflS KOO74OTEpay K.T.X. And the distinction between Tap

 'C')IJ aiTcr6iv 'Ort and 'v nptv Ev'qpy4Oq (p. 4, 1. 15) seems a
 pretty clear discrimination of the reign of Romanus I, when Con-
 stantine was a subordinate basileus, from his own reign as basileus
 amtokrator.

 ? 2. Book i. cc. 1-83 displays the orderly arrangement which
 is claimed for it in the preface t o book ii. The ceremonies
 follow each other Eiplu'0 TlVL Katai raEt XA\oyto-/'vp, and there is
 nothing in these eighty-three chapters which points to a date subse-
 quent to Constantine VII. It is to be noted that there is a consider-
 able lacuna; a portion of the manuscript has been lost; and the
 chapters, which now number eighty-three, were originally ninety-
 two. This lacuna will claim our attention subsequently; for the
 present we may represent the arrangement of book i. as follows:

 BOOK I. CC. 1-83=1-92*.

 cc. 1-37 (=46 *): processions and ceremonies on religious festivals.
 cc. 38-8 3 (= 92*): secular ceremonies.

 The rest of book i. cc. 84-97 (or properly 93*-106*) consists
 of material different in character:

 cc. 84, 85: ceremonies at the appointment of certain functionaries.
 c. 86: investitures of certain officers.
 cc. 87, 88: reception of ambassadors announcing proclamation of

 western emperor.
 cc. 89, 90: reception of Persian ambassadors.
 cc. 91-5: avayopcv'ocas of Leo I, Anastasius I, Justin I, Leo II,

 Justinian I.
 c. 96: avayopevvts of Nicephorus II.
 c. 97: ceremony of appointing proedros of senate.

 The two last chapters proclaim themselves as subsequent to the
 reign of Constantine. The office of proedros was first instituted
 by Nicephorus Phocas, and first filled by Basil the parakoi-
 momenos.7 Hence c. 97 cannot be prior to the reign of Nicephorus
 Phocas. C. 96 was written during his reign, for the writer refers

 to him as o 'c?,e/3S Ka\ Otc0Xoplr' /3aa-t-Xe, r7UacJ NucVf%POS'

 7 Cedrenus, ii. 379, p7rvw WrpTrEpov U'wros TOV ao.Lc*jAaTOS (cp. Leo Diaconus, p. 49).
 Reiske has drawn illegitimate conclusions (Comm. p. 465), and he is followed by Ram-.

 baud (op. cit. p. 132). They both mistranslate the passage of Cedrenus. Cp. Bieliaev,

 Prierny, pp. 28-9 note.

 -P 2
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 212 7THE CEREMONIAL BO0K OFt April

 (p. 434); and one might expect to find that c. 97 also was an

 addition of the same period. Internal evidence confirms this
 explanation. We find prominence giveen to the Caesar (rov'

 ELvTVXSO-TaTOV Kalo-apos-) along with the /aatXEV's- avroKpa'rp
 (p. 443, 7, 10, 13). This proves that there was a Caesar when the
 ceremony Nvas held from which this description is generalised.
 Nicephorus Phocas, on his accession, created his father, Bardas,
 Caesar.8 After this reign there was no Caesar at Constantinople
 until the end of the reign of Michael IV, when his nephew, Michael
 Kalaphates, was adopted by Zoe and raised to the rank of Caesar.
 We are justified in concluding that c. 97 was based on the
 ceremony which promoted Basil to the office of proedros at the
 beginning of the reign of Nicephorus; and we note as significant
 that no account is taken of the [lKpO& /3ao-tX,k's- (Basil II and
 Constantine VIII). They are equally ignored in the acclamations
 of c. 96. The addition, then, of these two chapters points to a
 redaction of book i. in the reign of Nicephorus.9

 ? 3. Cc. 84-95 are documents dating uinquestionably from the
 sixth centurv. This is abundantly evident from both style and
 contents. In particular c. 86 can be dated between A.D. 548 and

 565,10 c. 87 (with 88) in the reign of Justirnian. The series of

 ava7yopElv -ts was also compiled in Justinian's reign and formed
 one whole, as is shown by the fact that all the emperors are

 referred to as deceased, except Justinian ('rov EU'vaE-8E'c-aTov 71ow
 'IovoTtvtlav0v).1' That the series is takeni from the xvork of one
 writer, who looked back on the coronation of Leo I as ancient
 history, is proved by the last sentences of c. 91.

 As the evident origin of all these chapters in the sixth century
 is generally admitted it is unnecessary to enumerate the marks
 (offices, institutions, technical nomenclature) which differentiate
 them from the rest of book i. The only question which admits of
 dispute is their authorship. The lemmata in the manuscript state

 that cc. 84, 85 are taken K 7t)wV '7rOV 1a7la-Tpov lTl-pov. Hence we are

 L Leo Diaconus, p. 49. It is hardly necessary to observe that the passage in the
 preface to Nicephorus Phocas, De velitatione bellica, p. 185 (ed. Bonn), refers to this
 Bardas Caesar (Bap5as 6 $uaKapir?75s Ka7aap), and not, as I have somewhere seen it
 explained, to the uncle of Michael III.

 Rambaud (with Reiske) contemplates the possibility of c. 97 dating from the
 sixth century, the 7rpde8pos being the old prinzceps senatus. But, apart from other
 objections, such a date is peremptorily excluded by the style (which is homogeneous
 with that of the ninth and tenth century ceremonies, in marked contrast with that
 of the sixth-century documents, cc. 84-95) and by later institutions which are
 implied.

 19 Theodora dead, 390, 9; Justinian still alive, 391, 17.
 11 P. 433, 1. I may observe that in this chapter, 433, 5, KO,UE'irOV should be

 corrected to KOSE'VMOV (conventum). The mistake was due to the easy confusion of

 ,u and $ in tenth and eleventh century MSS. So in De AdmD. Imnp. 74, 20, NAo-ydp3aS
 should be corrected to Ne83o-ydp3as (Novgorod).
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 1907 CONSTANTINE' PORPHYROGENNETOS 213

 justified in assigning them to the 7TEpl 7roXtwKl`' KaTa0-Traom 12 of

 Peter the Patrician, whose position as magister officioruim explains
 his special interest in these ceremonies. It was a natural con-

 jecture of Reiske that not onlly cc. 84 and 85 but the following
 ten chapters also belong to Peter. This view was rejected by
 Wischke,'3 but probability, as Patzig has shown, is entirely in its
 favour.14 Otherwise we have to believe that these chapters, here
 juxtaposed, have been takeln from two (or more) different works,
 dating from the reign of Justinian, similar in subject and uniform
 in style.

 The authorship, lhowever, is unimportant for the present pur-

 pose. For that purpose, and in relation to Constantine's work, all
 these chapters form a single group which stands apart from cc. 1-83.
 (1) Whereas 1-83 are a guide to the actual court ceremonial of the
 tenth century, 84-95 are of purely antiquarian interest. They not
 only describe ceremonies which had been changed in character, but
 concern obsolete institutions (e.g. the Augustalis of Egypt, the
 IoCfL?1 AXoX9), and apply to circumstanices which no longer existed
 (the Persian 1kingdom; the Ostrogothic kingdom, or western em-
 perors, in Italy). (2) 91-S describe ceremonies as performed on
 particular historical occasions. In 1-83 the descriptions are always
 generalised. (3) This group stands quite outside the arrangement
 of 1-83. If 84, 85 had been part of the design of book i. they
 should, in accordance with the principle of its arrangement, have
 followed 43-59. These considerations establish that 84-95 are an
 accretion, lying outside the homogeneous unity of the book. It
 does not follow, lhowever, that they may not have been added by
 the author himself, just as in a similar case a modern writer might
 furnish in an appendix extracts of antiquarian interest.

 ? 4. Book ii., in contrast to book i., is a miscellany showing
 little attempt at arrangement. We learn from its preface (as we
 have seen) that it was taken in hand after the completion of
 book i., and that its aim was to describe ceremonies (7-det?s) which
 had not been already committed to writing. Cc. 1-25 conform to
 this scheme, and are homogeneous with book i. 1-83, with the
 exception of c. 17. They all describe to'-ca EF 7rapacVXa'TTEtV on
 certain occasions, and so continue and supplement the ceremonial
 of book i. Fol. 203 of the manuscript is missing; it contained the
 end of c. 16, c. 17, and the beginning of c. 18. According to the index
 (p. 511) c. 17 described the vaayopavots, of Romanus II. We find

 '4 See Suidas sub nelTpos o ij.TWp.
 13 Ueber das von Reiske vermnutete Fragment der Exzerpte Kontstautins fIEpi

 aiyyopeiaows. Dessau, 1878.
 " Patziog, Byz. Zeitschr. ii. 436-7. On Peter's use of colloquial Greek in a relation

 of his embassy to Plersia see Menander, fr. 12, F. H. G. iv. 217. Cf. Krumbacher,

 Gesc7h. der byz. Litt. p. 339. Bieliaev also accepts Reiske's viewv as probable (Priemity,
 p. xxxiii, note).
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 214 TIHE CEREMIONIAL BOOK OF April

 also, appended to c. 15, descriptions of the particular proceedings
 on the occasions of the receptions of Saracen ambassadors and of
 a Russian princess in the reign of Constantine. Although such
 accounts, relating to specific occasions, are not found in book i.,
 1-83, they can hardly be said, for this formal reason, to be inter-
 lopers or to imperil the unity of the group cc. 1-25. But it is

 only these first twenty-five chapters that can be said either to
 conform to the programme of the preface or to continue the subject
 of book i.

 Cc. 26-39 are antiquarian and historical, and must have been,
 for the most part, transcribed from written records. C. 26 relates to

 Theodosius I (with reference to a life of St. Ambrose). Cc. 27-
 30 describe ceremonies in the reign of Heraclius, cc. 31-7 acts in

 the reign of Michael III; c. 38 recounts the enthronisation of
 Theophylactus as patriarch in A.D. 933; c. 39, on the obsolete

 office of the praepositus of the patriarch, refers to an aio-acXEta of
 Heraclius.

 ? 5. Thus ii. 26-39 bear a relation to ii. 1-25 similar to the
 relation which i. 84-95 bear to i. 1-83. The rest of book ii. is of
 a more miscellaneous character. C. 40 contains an antiquarian
 explanation of the origin of the twelve XCJpot worn on Easter

 Sunday by the emperor, magistri, &c., and an enumeration of
 treasures preserved in certain chapels ; and c. 41, which seems

 closely connected, an enumeration of a'XX4tu,a. C. 42 describes
 the imperial tombs in the church of the Holy Apostles. C. 43
 gives the acclamations of the army on the occasion of triumphs.
 Cc. 44, 45 are copies from official schedules of military armaments
 in the reigns of Leo VI (A.D. 902), Romanus I (A.D. 935), and
 Constantine VII (A.D. 949), and are quite alien to the subject of
 the work. Cc. 46-8 form a grouLp concerning the official style of
 address to be observed in relations with foreign and client princes.

 Cc. 49 and 50 contain respectively tables of the taxes paid by
 officials on their appointment and of the stipends of strategoi and
 kleisurarchai, in the reign of Leo VI. In c. 51 we have the
 description of a ceremony. Cc. 52, 53 consist of the Kietorologion
 of Philotheos, composed in A.D. 900; and c. 54 is a notitia episco-
 patuumn by Epiphanius of Cyprus, which Philotheos added as an
 appendix to his work. C. 55 defines the distribution of the fees
 paid by patricians on their elevation to that rank. The manuscript
 breaks off in this chapter, but the index shows that the book con-
 tained two more chapters, 56 being a life of Alexander of Macedon

 and 57 containing roi 0vTtoX6ryov 77 ThW EKaaroV Oflplov 0av1LtacTwKi7
 E wtSps' 7-O - OEov a'vaywry Kat r(v EMv I3w EvapEo-rTotvrv@ XOyo Vi.

 The titles of these two lost ' chapters' prove that book ii. of our
 manuscript includes matter which cannot have formed part of
 book ii. of the treatise on ceremonies designed by Constantine VII,
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 1907 CONSTANTINE' PORPHYROGENNETOS 215

 or of any ceremonial book. The other chapters which have
 been enumerated fail to conform to the programme announced in

 the preface, but these two have not even the remotest connexion
 with the subject of the work. Hence we can conclude with cer-
 tainty that book ii. assumed its present form and compass by a

 purely mechanical process of stringing together and numbering as
 chapters documents which happened to be physically associated
 with the original book ii. of Constantine.

 ? 6. Setting aside 56 and 57, most of the other chapters of
 book ii. might be alleged to have some bearing, near or remote, on
 the, theme of the book. The relevance of cc. 43 and 51 is obvious.

 Cc. 40, 41 might be considered as notes on certain costumes and
 churches mentioned in various ceremonies, while cc. 49, 50, and

 55 may be regarded as excursus to the ceremonies which pertain to

 the appointment of officials. Cc. 46-8 are also distinctly appro-

 priate as an appendix. The enumeration of the tombs in the
 church of the Apostles, c. 42, might be a propos of the reference
 to certain tombs in that church in c. 6 (p. 533). It is to be
 observed that between cc. 41 and 42 there was once another docu-
 ment, described in the index (p. 513) as a brief list of the emperors
 who reigned at Constantinople, beginning with Constantine the
 Great. A leaf seems to have been lost between if. 216 and 217 of the
 manuscript (cp. Reiske, p. 754). The index numbers this list c. 42,

 and throws together as c. 43 the two chapters which are numbered
 c. 42 and c. 43 in the text. There was evidently a confusion in

 the capitular arrangement here; and when we note that the para-
 graph which appears as c. 41 really belongs to the latter part of
 c. 40 we may conclude that the division ought to have been:
 41, list of emperors; 42, imperial tombs; 43, Efrn,dtla &7ro
 Tcxv o-TpaTc7rMowv. A list of emperors is an irrelevancy; its occur-
 rence in this place may possibly have been determined by the

 adjacent list of the imperial tombs, to which it might have been
 intended to serve as a chronological guide.

 It is difficult to see how the descriptions of the armaments sent
 on various occasions to Crete and Italy in cc. 44, 45 have any
 relation to the subject of the book, or how a writer treating of
 court ceremonies could have thought of introducing them in any
 shape into his work. The fact that they contain some information
 about some military officials and their bureaux is obviously no
 justification. They must be placed in the category of irrelevant
 matter.

 On the other hand cc. 52, 53 are a document which is strictly
 pertinent and cognate, the Kletorologion of Philotheos. But can
 we suppose that the writer of the original book ii. intended to
 include in is work a complete treatise by an earlier writer?

 Such af supposition wotuld be in manifest contradiction to his
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 216 THE CEREM11ONIAL BOOK OF April

 intention as declared in the preface, and seemls in itself unlikely.
 It is not even as if this treatise of Philotheos had not been inde-
 pendently published. Written as a practical manual in A.D. 900,
 we should a priori expect it to have been disseminated, and this
 expectation seems to be confirmed by the discovery of a part of the
 treatise in a miscellaneous manuscript in the Patriarchal Library of
 Jerusalem.'5 The document was identified, and the variants pub-
 lished, by Uspenski.'6 Though it is not possible to demonstrate
 that this copy was not transcribed from a copy of the De Cerimoniis,
 book ii., there is nothing to suggest that this was the case; and the
 fact that the same manuscript contains another document dealing
 with the ranks and dignities of the Byzantine court, which is not in-
 cluded in the De Cerimoniis, may be urged as a positive indication
 that the book of Philotheos came to the scribe of the Jerusalen
 codex in another form.

 ? 7. The result of our analysis is that in the collection which the
 manuscript describes as book ii., and presents as a connected whole
 with capitular divisions, only cc. 1-25 call claimi to be the original
 book designed by Constantine and anlnounced in his preface. The
 rest is a miscellany of various doculnents, some perfectly irrelevant
 and extraneous, some more or less closely connected with the
 subject, others loosely hanging oni to its outskirts.

 ? 8. It might be thought that c. 51 should be connected with
 cc. 1-25, since it describes a ceremony in a similar way and is at
 first sight homogeneous. The lemma is of the same form:

 OcTa 8,E7t rapacvXaTrTEv o0ra Ev O'Xr\/taTt /3QovAXrat 7TpocQE6XtvOE oa o3tXEvS KCLL

 t Ll Ta oppta TOV orpaTrf/tOV.

 An examiination of it, however, shows that it is a description not
 of a practice of the tentll century, but of an obsolete ceremoniy of
 the past. It belongs to an age when there was still a praetorian
 prefect of the east (700, 9 ; 701, 10, &c.) and the old organisationi
 of the domestics and protectors still existed (700, 2-5). The
 decurion has prominent functions (709, 17), as in the extracts from
 the work of Peter the Patrician incorporated in book i.; 1 in the
 ceremonial of the tenth century he has no place. The function
 performed by the silentiarius (699, 17) is in keeping with sixth-
 century but not with tenth-century usage. The style of the
 chapter 18 corresponds to these clear indications, and there can be
 no doubt that it is an extract from a sixth-century work, and is

 1i Papadopulos-Kerameus, 'IcpouoAvuvrLIKc BiAkLoOKO, no. 39, p. 115 sqq.
 I6 Th. Uspenski, Vizantiiskaia tabel o ran gakh, p. 101 s22., in the ' Izviestiia

 russkago arkheologicheskago Instituta v Kplie,' iii. 1898.
 See 390, 20; 397, 17; 403, 15; 407, 21. ol 'TpL$OJV0o raO 7rpasto-i'Tou (700, 1)

 is another indication. For the 7rpoaiKvctno-s by the domestics and protectors see

 397, 7.
 ' Conmpare also paratius and transfer, p. 699, loco p. 701. So transfer, p. 407, 20.
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 1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 217

 homnogeneous in character with booli i. cc. 84-95. We must there-

 fore place it in the same category not as ii. 1-25, but as ii. 25-39.

 ? 9. Some of the documents of this miscellany, as we have just
 seen, are extracts from works prior to the tenth century (viz.
 cc. 26-37, 39, 51). Cc. 49, 50, and part of 44 (651-60, 12) are

 official documents of the reign of Leo VI. C. 38 and the rest of

 c. 44 belong to the reign of Romanus I. C. 45 is an official docu-

 ment of Constantine's reign, describing the Cretan expedition of
 A.D. 949. That c. 40 (which involves 41) was written in Con-
 stantine's reign is shown by the form of the reference to him as
 living (640, 3); and a definite terminus a quo is supplied by the
 mention of the fourth indiction (641, 3), which can only have been
 A.D. 945-6. C. 48 was compiled in the reign of Constantine VII
 and Romanus II (686, 23 and passirn); and there is no reason to

 dissociate cc. 46, 47.
 ? 10. There are only two chapters contailling indications which

 point to a later date than the reign of Constantine. In c. 42
 among the tombs at the Holy Apostles', is mentioned that of Con-
 stantine hinmself, and in another place the same emperor is
 referred to as deceased. But these passages do not justify the
 conclusion, which is generally drawn, that the chapter, as a whole,
 dates from a period subsequent to Constantine.

 643, 7. cv w arcoKrat A'wv o aalol&o; orv rp- vlp KWVOTaVT'Vp TrCepov
 rEXevr'a-av'r Tp flop4vpOoyvvqTp.

 649, 1. Zw7 ' t'Tp rov Kwv-Travrtvov TOV 0EoorC'rTOV KaL IlopcvpoyCvv1TOv

 TOV fLaKaplOv /3aoltXE63 TOV C1yyvovau BaULtE'ov.

 In the first passage the addition TCXEV-7T-aV-rt is without a
 parallel in the rest of the chapter, and obviously shows that the
 words were written not long after Constantilne's death. But if
 the whole chapter had been written then-say, in the reign of

 Romanus II-the writer must have said aplpTt'0c, not V'o-pov.
 Vii'TEpOv has lno point in the sentence as it stands. It is impos-
 sible to suppose that ' subsequently to the death of Leo VI' can be
 meant.19 The only supposition which explains VJ'O-TEpOV is that the
 chapter was compiled by Constantine, and that the clause o-VIJ .rw

 VtOllHOpOVpO'y.VrpT( was interpolated, or added in the margin,
 after his death. Thus Vo-TepOv becomes perfectly intelligible. The
 clause means, ' Constantine himself, who wrote all this, died since,
 and was buried with his fathers.'

 In the second passage Trov) ,aKaptov /ao-tX&oWS similarly stamps
 itself as an addition. Anyone wvriting the qvhole sentence would not
 have used this form of words. He would have said, 'rov ,ttaKaptov

 Kawvo-awrvcT t'rCVrov' pcivpOvy,viTov, or something of the kind. The

 19 Rambaud, op. cit. p. 133, translates erroneously ' enseveli, longtemps apres
 son pere, dans le meme toinbeau.'
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 218 THE CEIREMONIAL BOOK OF April

 epithet 9EOo-7E-7r-rOV suggests a living sovran. We may conclude

 that Constantine himself wrote Kawo-7ravT1'vov rov Ooa--rlE,'r7OV Kal

 7rop0vpoyEvv7rOV, TOV E7ryOvov Bao-tXetov, and that -rov IaKapiov
 /3ao-AE&os was inserted by the same hand which added the notice

 of his sepulture.

 It is to be observed that throughout the enumeration of the

 tombs emperors are designated only by their names and the dis-
 tinguishing epithets necessary to identify them (e.g. the two

 Justinians are distinguished as ,uE7a9 and UaKpO'; Theodora, wife
 of Theophilus, by her official epithet ,uaKapL'a). The sole exceptions
 to this rule are Basil I and Leo VI. Basil is described as ToV

 0PloxP0UToV &Ea7roToV (648, 12, 17, 24); Leo is o Kcfpts- AE&V
 o /3aoLXEV's (643, 2), 'roVi KVpOv Aiov7-os- (ibid. 15),2' TrOv aKaptov
 AEOvTOY (ibid. 11, 17). This exceptional treatment conforms to the
 regular practice, which marks the writings of Constantine VII, of

 speaking of his father and grandfather with formal respect-' his

 majesty Basil,' 'his late majesty Leo.'
 The form of the two interpolations can leave no doubt that

 they were added at no very long period after Constantine's death.
 If they were added after the death of Romanus II one would

 suppose that the interpolator would have also inserted a notice of
 that emperor's tomb.21 It is possible that such a notice was added,

 for there is a brief lacuna after 643, 22; 22 but this question must
 be left open. In any case such a late date as the reign of Con-
 stantine VIII, suggested by Rambaud, is quite inconsistent with
 the character of the references to Constantine VII. Rambaud
 assumed, with Reiske, that the words Bao-iXutos o6 a8EX0

 KOwOcTaUvrtOv HOp4VpO7yePrTOV (643, 19) could only refer to
 Basil II, brother of Constantine VIII.23 Basil II (whom one might
 expect to find distinguished as Bov-XyapoKT7vos0, if the reference
 were to him) was buried, as Reiske pointed out, in the church of
 St. Jolhn the Evangelist at Hebdomon.24 (There is undoubtedly
 some corruption in the words which immediately follow: Kab
 Bapasy o vi6so BawxtXdov 0rov) 7ra'r7rov av'rou- for Basil I had no
 son named Bardas: should it be Stephanos ?-but av'-rov' evidently
 refers to Constantine VII.) I suggest that this Bao-tXcto9, ' brother
 of Constantine Porphyrogennetos,' was the son of Leo VI by
 Eudocia, who died in infancy.25

 2 Constantine speaks of the recent emperors, Leo and Romanus I, as KCipLs, gen.
 KVpoU, in De Adm. Imp. 200, 4, 18, 201, 4, &c.

 21 Recorded in the lists of tombs printed in Banduri, Imperium Orienttale, i. 121.
 More will be said of this below, ? 15. 22- Cf. Reiske, P. 766.

 2s Rambaud, op. cit. p. 133. This is the only ground for the view that the greater
 part of book ii. was compiled in the timne of Constantine VIII (p. 136).

 '!4 Theoph. Contin. vi. c. 17, p. 364.
 25 Cedrenus, ii. 480; Reiske, p. 764. The objection to identifying this Basil with

 Basil II, furnished by tthe positive evidence of Cedrenus, is reinforced by the following
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 1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYI?OGENNETOS 219

 The conclusion is that c. 42 was compiled in the reign of

 Constantine VII, and that two interpolations were added, not many
 years after his death, in the reign of his son or of Nicephorus

 Phocas. It will be shown below (? 15) that this conclusion is sup-
 ported by certain marks of Constantinian compilation; and it may
 also be remarked that, as we otherwise know, Constantine took a
 particular interest in the church of the Holy Apostles, which his
 grandfather Basil I had restored.26 It was in obedience to his

 wislh that Constantine of Rhodes wrote a description of the church
 in iambic trimeters, which has been published from a manuscript
 preserved in the Laura of Mount Athos.27 It was written between

 931 and 944 A.D.,8 and the emperor Constantine's interest in the
 church is emphasised in the lines (430-1)-

 Kat Trov 4actvOV Kat 0aEa&0u/tov O,/LOV

 aVTrtWV yepatpEl Kat 7roOEt $cVOTpO'7rS.

 ?11. The other passage which contains marks of a later date
 than Constantine's reign is the last section of c. 55. This section
 is entitled 7rEpt cYVYfl0ElM1) TCOP 'rpat7rO0tT(0w EV T'y Ta Et TO'

 t7r7ro3pop'ov, and in Reiske's text is numbered as a separate chapter
 (56). It is on the last folio of the manuscript, which is mutilated
 (as we saw) anld terminates in the middle of a sentence. In this
 section the following words occur

 KQt -yap wl.s aao 7raXatov EKpaTEt yq (vv?OcEta, $7)V'p-qTat 8? Kat /LECtQ TavTa CEMI TE

 'IWO0 -7rpat-7roO't'TOV TO-V -yC'poVTS Kat PT(?V 7rpo aVTOV Otl Kat c7rE7rpaKTO.

 Joseph, the praepositus, is manifestly Joseph Bringas, patrician
 and praepositus, who held successively the posts of sakellarios and
 8pOV,yryadptoY Tw'r 7rXot'uoh under Constantine VII,29 who on .his
 death-bed intrusted Romanus II to his care.30 Under Romanus,
 who appointed him parakoimomenos, he was the most influential
 member of the administration (as 7rapa8vvao-TEvwv), and guided
 the counsels of the emperor.3" The accession of Nicephorus Phocas
 (A.D. 963) meant his fall,32 and he was banished to Paphlagonia.

 consideration: It is highly improbable that Basil II would lhave been simply
 described as the ' brother of Constantine ' in any other reign than that of Constan-
 tine VIII; but it is also highly improbable that a writer of that time, in the three
 years after Basil's death (1025-8), would have designated him baldly as BaGIA!EloF,
 without the addition of 6 iAaKadpsos or something of the kind.

 26 Theoph. Contin. (' Vita Basilii,' c. 80), p. 323.
 27 By Legrand, with commentary by Th. Reinach, in Revue des etudes grecs, ix.

 32 sqq. 1896. An edition by Begleri was also published at Odessa in 1896.
 28 When four Baaixe7s were reigning, vv. 22-6.
 29 Th,eoph. Contin. p. 445. 30 Ibid. p. 466.
 "I Ibid. pp. 469, 474, 479, 480. The contrast between the favourable treatment of

 Joseph in this work and the disfavour shown to him in the chronicle of Skylitzes
 (Cedrenus) is marked.

 32 Leo Diaconus, p. 31 sqq.; Skylitzes-Cedrenus, ii. 350-1. We have a contem-
 porary account in the relation of the avay6pEwris of Nicephorus, added to book i.
 of the De Cerimoniis (c. 96).
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 The form of the reference to Toseph in the sentence above quoted
 gives the impression that it was written after his fall, but not at a
 very much later period. He is not designated as o ye'pcov in any
 of our other sources, and it is natural to conjecture that this was
 the familiar way in which he was spoken of by his contemporaries
 in the reigns of Romanus II and Nicephorus.

 Further on, however, in this document (807, 23) we read

 xavror0TTt T,v ,uvETA raVTa 7'pat7ro-ivrw, and Reiske, referring
 ?T,- raTavTa to the days of Joseph, draws the conclusion:

 debet codex hic ceremonialis multum aetate Constantini Porphyrogenneti
 senioris et Nicephori Phocae posterior esse.

 Even if this explanation of /1ZTa raVTa is correct Reiske's infer-
 ence- mult gm posterior-is not necessitated, for the 7rpat7rw6ITot
 were a body, and the period of their 'negligence' might have
 lasted only a slhort time, within the reign of Nicephorus. But it
 is importanit to understand the character of our document, as a
 whole, which Reiske has not conisidered. It has the authoritative
 character of an order, written by the direction of an emperor, to
 reform an abuse which lhad crept in. It begins in the fashion of
 an imperial constitution:

 e7retcy7rep 7raT&tv 7rpOKEtVTat v TrS TEp7TYvVj t7rro8po/taJ Xap/o,vS ea KaL
 aKpL/3q; T7'V E(V avT? 8La4O0pOV TaL$EWV E'VappIo(TTog Xwpt'a (leg. XopEt'a) Kal.

 crUI,UM)ota, r 7aVrTW Kat TavT7rlv rvaya/pa7rToV Tav; cts TO fei7; 7yeveaLs KaTaXt7rTEV
 orllatvovGcV K.T.V34

 The special purpose of drawilg up the register (avaypao'), for
 the regulation of the Ta '7L TOV &7vro8poltov, was to put an end to
 an irregularity. The functions which properly belonged to the
 praepositi of administering and distributing the salaries (P0'yat) of
 the 7roXot-tcat ra'~stqs of the Hippodrome had been partly taken out
 of their hands by a conspiracy between the charttlarii of the
 factions and the militarv treasurer (-oyo0E'Trq TOV -rTpartwtoV),
 who on their own authority (XwiGpls yPU4npq.9 7&(wJ 7rpat7oa-iTrwV)
 nominated recipients of salaries, and of course profited by this
 traffic. This practice is here forbidden:

 Kato ToV VVV 8v L 7LraXtV 7ToZ 7patrout'rots ravra KGarecEtv KaL V topOou0at,

 Kai 1J,-KETt /JL1TE TOV (TTpaTtLTLKOV r ToVS Xap(YovXapLOUS Ka(t VOTaptOv; (v kovat'a
 ctvat K.TJ.

 We have clearly to do with an imperial ordinance, and in such an
 official document the description of Joseph as 7rov y.'pov-ros would
 be distinctly strange. This sentence referring to Joseph appears
 to state that the fee to the praepositi was an ancient cilstom, but

 33 P. 903. So Riambaud, p. 133.
 3' For the beginning, 41rEiSwEp, Cp. the novel of Basil II, Zacharia, IJs Graeco-

 Bomianmm iii. 308, and that of Constantine VII, ibid. p. 257.
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 was intermitted and then reintroduced by the predecessors of
 Joseph. If, then, the ordinance dates from a period subsequent
 to Joseph we have four stages in the history of the o-vv?OEta:
 (1) the ancient custom (2) fell wholly or partly into abeyance,
 (3) was renewed by Joseph's predecessors, (4) was again en-
 dangered by the usurpations of the military treasury. There is
 nothing impossible in this; but I do not believe that it is the

 right interpretation. While To ryap aJcpocTXov (1. 14) follows on
 naturally to aw7rapaVXac`K0 Tois apXatog TrV7osM aEaKoXovOov3O-v
 (1. 11) the intervening sentence (Kai fyap -.'n-7rrpcwaKTo) comes in
 awkwardly. Its baldness gives it a distinct character from the
 rest of the document; and its tone is incongruous. The ordinance
 is drawn up in the interests of the praepositi, to secure them the

 control of the po6yat and their due o-vv OEta; but this sentence
 gives the impression that its writer was not particularly favourable
 to the claims of the praepositi. Besides the not very respectful

 designation of Joseph, the words EtvppiTat and o's Jca ra'w77paIcTo
 combine to convey this impression. We seem to have to do with
 a marginal note, not belonging to the original text, and intended

 as a comment on ro's apXalotv TvWrot5 (which is taken up by Kai
 a' cs ToraXaLoV) .3 If so the note was evidently added after

 Joseph's disarace, in the reign of Nicephorus; and the regulation
 itself was of older date, whether of the reign of Constantine VII or
 of an earlier emperor.

 ? 12. We saw that the only parts of book i. which imply a
 date later than Constantine VII were an addition made in the
 reign of Niceplhorus II (cc. 96, 97). Aln examination of book ii.
 has led to the result that it contains no documenlt that need be
 posterior to Constantine VII, but that there are three interpola-
 tions, two in c. 42 and one in c. 55 (56), of which the last dates
 from the time of Nicephorus,36 while the others might belong
 either to his reign or to that of Romanus IL These results
 mutually susiain each other, and point clearly to the conclusion
 that the redaction of the De Cerimoniis, in the form in wlhich it
 has come down to us, dates from the reign of Nicephorus. There
 is no proof of any alterations or additions subsequent to that time.

 Of what natuLre was this redaction ? Constantine left his first
 book entire. Of his second book he succeeded at all events in
 completing a part (cc. 1-25). In the work of compilation he used
 a number of documents bearing on various parts of his subject,
 some of them describing ceremonies of a long past date. Bieliaev
 has well shown how such descriptions of actual ceremonies were

 " There isno difficulty in rCvPlAeT& raOra 7rpailroa1,rw, ' subsequent "praepositi"'
 (1. 23); they are contrasted wvith the ' praepositi ' of 1. 15.

 36 If it is not admitted that this is an interpolation I contend that we must

 ascribe the whole document to the time of Nicephorus.
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 used as a basis for the prescribed ceremonies." Thus the descrip-
 tion of the reception of a deputation by Michael III in c. 37 seems
 to have supplied the hint for the procedure prescribed in c. 1
 (522, 5 sqq.); and the directions in c. 14 (565) seem to be based

 on the ceremony described in c. 38. The reception in the
 Magnaura, c. 15, is based on the actual proceedings in the case of

 the Saracen ambassadors and the princess Olga, which are added
 as an appendix to this chapter. The practical use of these extracts
 from history, ancient as well as modern, is indicated in some of

 the lemmata, as in c. 31 (7rw&0 S' 7rpo-0EpctV Top /aaot?a Ev
 ,wkaiXy ?i KKX'qO-t IvaOi a7a), where the title suggests the general
 application of a particular ceremony performed by Michael III.
 To this class of documents, some of practical use, others of anti-
 quarian interest, belong cc. 84-95 of book i. and cc. 26-39 of
 book ii. From the circumstance that cc. 84-95 are appended to
 book i. we can conclude that they were placed there by Constantine
 himself; for if all these ciocuments had formed a separate dossier

 it is highly unlikely that the redactor would have inserted some of

 them in book i. and some of them in book ii. It seems clear that the

 original compiler, when he had completed book i., added the series
 of extracts from Peter as a sort of appendix. And it was because
 he fouind a series of ava7opEV'o-ct9s (91- 93) at the end of book i. that
 the redactor added here (and not in book ii.) the c'vay6pevotst of
 Nicephorus, with which he naturally associated further the cere-
 mony of the proedros.

 ? 13. It is further to be observed that cc. 26-39 of book ii.
 form a homogeneous series, whereas the rest of the book is a
 miscellany, showing no sign of ordered arrangement. This
 suggests that Constantine intended this series to follow book ii.,
 exactly as the other series followed book i. It therefore seems
 possible that the true book ii. is complete, cc. 1-25 forming the
 body of the book and cc. 26-39 an appendix of illustrative material.
 The upper limit of date for its composition is the autumn of the
 year in which Olga visited Constantinople, A.D. 957, as recorded in

 c. 15; 38 while the upper limit for the completion of book i. is 956,
 the year of the death of the patriarch Theophylactus, who is
 referred to as no longer alive in c. 28 (p. 160).39

 F7 Priemny, pp. xxxiii-iv.
 38 The date (falsely given in the Russian chronicle as 955) can be inferred from

 Constantine's account, though he does not mention the indiction. Olga's audience
 was on Wednesday, 9 September (p. 594), and there was a banquet to which the Rushian

 retinue was invited on Sunday, 18 October. The only years in Constantine's reign

 fulfilling these data are 946 and 957, of which the former is otherwise excluded. It

 would be unnecessary to call attenition to this were it not that Rambaud (op. cit.
 p. 380) strangely says ' pas de date 'a tirer de C&rem. ii. 15,' and leaves it open whether

 the year was 956 or 957. The true date is now currently accepted. There are good
 notes on Olga's visit in Ilovaiski, Istoriia Rossii, i. 294-5.

 "I Book ii. c. 18 seems to have been compiled before the marriage of Romanus II
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 ? 14. On the other hand the incorporation of cc. 40-57 in the

 second book was the work of the redactor. These chapters are

 evidently the miscellaneous contents of a dossier or collection of
 pieces, which he found physically associated with the original manu-
 script of the De Cerirnonis. They are, in fact, literary papers of
 Constantine, partly excerpts, partly compositions of his own, some
 of which he may have intenlded to add to De Cer. book ii. (for
 instance, cc. 40, 43, 5140). The want of intelligence on the part of
 the redactor is apparent. The inclusion of such irrelevant docu-
 ments as the schedule of the military expeditions in cc. 44, 45
 shows that he had no discretion; but the inclusion of a life of
 Alexander and the contents of c. 57 proves that his procedure was
 purely mechanical. In the capitular divisions he also displays his
 incapacity. Thus c. 50 includes (1) a schedule of salaries of

 strategoi, and (2) a schedule of persons of certain classes exempt
 from, or liable to, service in military expeditions-two totally
 distinct subjects. On the other hand the separation of c. 53 from
 c. 52 is indefensible.

 That a number of these diverse pieces were not merely used for

 consultation, but were designed for publication, whether in the
 De Cerimoniis or not, can be proved; for some of them either
 were compiled by Constantine or reveal his editorial hand. The

 formula which reveals his hand is '-TEgov 0 T (sometimes Xp'
 EdSEvat). This formula is used uniformly throughout the treatise
 De Administrando Imperio (varied by the abbreviated o'rt), as I
 have shown elsewhere.4' (See further below, ? 30.)

 ? 15. This test confirms our previous result, that the enume-
 ration of the tombs in the Holy Apostles' (c. 42) was compiled
 by Constantine. beTE1OV OiTC occurs repeatedly (pp. 642, 646-9).
 I pointed out above that this list might be considered 'a propos of
 the reference to some tombs in book ii. c. 6; yet it does not seem
 probable that it was intended to form an addition to book ii.
 It followed, as we saw, a list of emperors (lost from our manu-
 script)4 which, whether compiled under Constantine or not,

 with Theophano. Cp. 603, 3, where only 1 aiPyov0'T r (Helena) appears. In the recep.
 tion of Olga Theophano appears (X vV'Ap-n).

 40 This chapter may have been already added to book ii. by Constantine himself;
 I have treated it as disconnected, because 26-39 are homogeneous.

 41 See my article ' The Treatise De Administrando imperio,' ? 6, in Byzantinische
 Zeitschrift, vol. xv. 1906. The formula is also used frequently in ii. cc. 1-25; and
 the notices in cc. 26-37 are all introduced by o'rToV O'TL or Xp@7 dl5 JaL. It was not
 used in the case of a literal transcription, and we can infer that the account of the
 XELPOTOYLa of Theophylactus in c. 39 is an exact copy of an account written at that
 time (A.D. 933).

 4 It may be observed that the list of emperors, which forms part of the Codinus
 collection (ed. Bekker, p. 149 sqq.), seems to have been originally compiled under
 Constantine VII. This is shown by the notice of the legislation of Romanus I
 (pp. 154-5), in connexion with which Constantine is described as 6 $atTAcIVs KvpLoS K,
 (K6 pios does not occur earlier in the list).
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 was doubtless a separate opusculum. Now we possess another
 enumeration of the imperial tombs, published from different

 manuscripts by Ducange and Banduri.43 It differs from c. 42 in
 several respects. It is briefer and less correct ; 44 and there are

 some deviations in the order. It also records the tombs of
 Nicephorus Phocas, Theophano, and Constantine VIII,45 so that it
 must have been compiled or edited after 1028. But a comparison
 of the two documents shows at once that they are not independent

 of each other. The order is generally the same; the form of the

 notices is exactly the same,46 the variations mainly consisting in
 omissions on the part of the writer of the list. As an example of
 the correspondence take the notices of the first two tombs in the

 ' Heroon ' of Justinian.

 'DE CER.' ii. 42, p. 644.

 llpos aVT'V T'V KO7Y(77V Ka7Ta
 at vaoTsX ' rp roT Xa'pva $ ev w
 a7roKCtTat ro o-w,La To v' ovrv tVa-

 vov, a7ro XLov t:vov KcL aAAXOKO

 Tov MAc0r/v Xpotav EXov7oT Tov Te
 BLOVVOV KaLt XaXKVJVL' TOV

 7rapax7ruaiwo A LX 'O OTp thr.

 fTepos XcpvagearoiL ov 'IEpa-
 ;tArvEl wa7roKELrat oop vOXL'TOV e'Vw' aJE'Kttv tvoutpa

 7 Vy v / Tq ov /LE7cyaov lovO-TtvtLVOV'.

 'ANONYMUS' (Bekker, p. 205),

 Xapva$ Kacra AvairoxAs a7ro
 XLOOV &,V()V Kat a'XXoK0oov /ar?7v

 xpotav Exovo-a ov e Bt9vvoi
 Kat XatitovCrov irapa (?) AXOov

 f , ~, r, , X

 ( &Ov Jfv n a7roKcLatat K Iovo-
 Tr t v t a v 0 9.

 ETEpa dapva$ airo XL'Oov 'Iepa-
 IToXLTov El' 7 a7OK'ELrat E)co8wpa

 y v v /avrov.

 The question. to be determined is whether the work of the
 'Anonymus' was derived from the Constantinian document or was
 based on a common source. In the latter case c. 42 would repre-
 sent not an origrinal composition, but an edition of an older work.
 The former alternative must be accepted, because the characteristic
 ia-rEov o't appears in the ' Anonymus ' (p. 207, 9 and 16; also 20,
 where the text gives El SE corruptly). Moreover the homo-
 geneity of the Constantinian document is notable; the stone of
 the sarcophagus is designated throughout, whereas in the late
 additions of the 'Anonymus ' the stone is not described (simply
 'rTEpa Xaipva).

 43 Ducange, Constantinopoli8 Christialna, bk. iv. pp. 109-10; Banduri, Imperium
 Orientale, i. 121, whence it was reprinted in Bekker's Codinzs (' Exe. de ant.
 Const. '), p. 202, and (with Banduri's commentary) in Migne, P. G. 157, c. 725 sqgq.

 4" Thus a tomb of Theodosius II is inserted after that of Theodosius I (Bekker,
 p. 203), and again rightly noticed in a different place along with that of Areadius
 (p. 207). There is a similar duplication of Michael II (pp. 204, 206).

 45 Pp. 204-5. Also of Romanus II, which may have been in De Cer. c. 42. Observe
 that Constantine VIII is described as 'the brother of the emperor Basil Bulgaro.
 ktonos,' as we should expect, and nothing is said of a tomb of Basil II, who was buried

 elsewhere; see above, ? 10.
 46 Curiously Adpva, is masculine throughout in c. 42, but feminine, according to

 the commoner usage, in the anonymous list.
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 The ' Anonymus' has indeed one additional piece of description.

 It is noted that the stoa containing the tombs of Arcadius, Eudoxia,

 and their son is T'a Vv' aJCE7raCros' (p. 206); this is not mentioned
 in the Constantinian document. There are, however, certain other

 variations which suggest that this addition may not have been due
 to the ' Anonymus.'

 (1) The notice of the casting out of the body of Constantine V,
 \XX' 1E@Wf0 K.-r.X. (p. 645, 4) appears in the ' Anonymus' in an

 expanded form (contrary to wont), and is introduced by the
 Constantinian formula o-r&EOv b'Tt (p. 206), which is absent here in
 the Constantinian document.

 (2) The last part of the Constantinian document (647, 20-649,
 6) is omitted in the 'Anonymus.' This does not prove that the
 anonymous list was left incomplete, for this omitted portion records
 the tombs of minor members of imperial houses, E'V T'T- EV3CtVo40

 1e'pEL T'Sy avrqs- -EKKX?7das. No emperor was buried in this part
 of the church, and therefore a list of imperial tombs might have
 been composed without including it.

 It seems, then, worth while to suggest that the work was issued
 in Constantine's lifetime without this latter portion, and differing
 in a few details from the generally fuller draft in c. 42; and that
 it was from this publication that the anonymous list was tran-
 scribed. The only objection to this hypothesis is that the tomb of
 the empress regent Zoe was in the omitted portion, and it may be
 asked whether Constantine would have allowed a description to
 appear which did not include his mother's tomb. In any case it
 seemns highly probable that the document of c. 42 was intended to
 be an independent work by itself.

 ? 16. It has already been observed (? 6) that the list of aXXcaitaa
 in c. 41 belongs to, and should not have been separated from, the
 lists which form the latter part of c. 40. On the other hand c. 40
 comprises two heterogeneous documents, (a) the account of the
 origin of the ceremony of the twelve Xwpot and (b) the lists of
 church treasures. The division between cc. 40 and 41 ought to
 have been at the end of a. We saw that b contains internal
 evidence of its compilation in the reign of Constantine (above,
 ? 9); but it does not seem at all probable that he intended to
 append it to the De Cerimoniis. On the other hand a has no
 special marks of Constantinian origin, and the introductory
 sentence is unlike the general style of the De Cerimoniis.47 It
 must be left open whether it was compiled by Constantine or is an
 extract from some older work. In any case it is closely connected
 with the subject of the De Cerimoniis, and would have formed a
 suitable adjunct to the treatise.

 47 /AiP T'r KaO' *#as vo-Lud'TrPv r-s coE(rc-,as, a c KaMJs 6 e'/As A6'yos, (nrorovimop. In
 the prefaces Constantine does not use the first singular.

 VOL. XXII.-NO. LXXXVI. Q
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 226 THE CEREMONIAL BOOK OF April

 That the 4fnwtia on the occasion of a triumph (c. 43) was,
 meant to be incorporated somewhere is shown by the emperor's
 WXTEOV OTC v avT Ev` ta diTa K.T.X. (p. 649, 9). It would have
 been quite a relevant addition to book ii.

 The two documents combined in c. 44, relating to the expedi-
 tions to Crete under Leo VI, and to Italy under Romanus I, bear
 the marks of Constantine's editing (-rovEOV 'OrT pp. 656-7 repeatedly,
 660, 662; also o'Tt 663). And in the similar document of his own
 reign we also find the characteristic mark (669, 12, 671, 18).
 These pieces have nothing to do with ceremonies; their proper
 place would be in a treatise on military and naval organisation-
 The documents in c. 50, on the salaries of the strategoi and liability
 for military service, would also be appropriate in such a treatise.
 They too were edited by Constantine (compare 697, 10; 698,
 9, 22; 699, 1). It seems a not improbable inference that he had
 formed the idea of compiling a treatise on military administra-
 tion.

 ? 17. C. 47 is distinguished by a special title in majuscules, a,
 distinction which it shares with c. 52 (the Kleto)ologion). This

 indicates that the XatpcTto-rzot were, like the Kletorologion, an inde-
 pendent document, and internal evidence suggests that it may have
 been composed in the time of Leo VI.48 C. 48 seems also to be an
 older document, in which the names of Constantine anid Romanus
 have been substituted in the formulae for those of earlier emperors.
 I conclude this from the retention of an obsolete formula for
 addressing the prince of Bulgaria side by side with the new form
 of address.49 Further traces of Constantine's editing appear at
 p. 688, 16, and in the scholia on pp. 690 and 686.

 The schedule of fees, dating from Leo's reign, in c. 49 has no
 signs of Constantine's hand, but it is followed by notices relating
 to (1) subsidies and exemptions granted to Saracen captives who
 have become Christians and (2) the property of soldiers, which
 ought not to have been grouped either together or in the same
 chapter as the schedule. These notices are marked by the usmdal
 Constantinian formula.

 The Kletorologion of Philotheos, cc. 52, 53, with its appendix,
 54, is intact ; there are no notes or additions of Constantine. The
 schedule of c. 55 is introduced by the Constantinian formula.

 ? 18. Sorting these documents in accordance with our results,

 48 It looks as if the Bulgarian formulae on p. 681 were used in the first years of
 Leo, during Vladimir's reign (the emperor is irdairros because Vladimir was son of
 Boris), and as if those following on p. 682 (UETarpuqEVpOSvos TroO oh'uaros) were introduced
 after the accession of Symeon (A.D. 893). Cf. Reiske, p. 801.

 49 P. 690. The first formula represents evidently the later usage of Leo's reign
 (see last note), while the second, in which the Bulgarian ruler is entitled KvIpiOS and
 $aTAelAes, must have been introduced when the tsar Peter married Maria, grand-
 daughter of Romanus I.
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 1907 CONSTANTINTE PORPIHYROGENNETOS 227

 we may draw up the following table of the contents of the collection

 known as De Cerimoniis-

 A. Treatise' IDe Cerimoniis

 Book i. =i. cc. 1-83 (92*) + 84-95 (93 *-104 *) [84-95 contain
 matter which a modern author might include in an

 appendix].

 Book ii.=ii. cc. 1-25+26-40a [26-40a contain matter of the
 nature of an appendix. 51 seems also to belong to

 this series]. It is possible that 43, 48 (and 46)
 were intended to be incorporated.

 Subsequent addition in the reign of Nicephorus Phocas=i. 96, 97

 (105,* 106 *).

 B. Various opuscutla composed or edited by Constantine VII:

 (1) 7rEp't TO1' Ta'SWV TOV /3aorXE'Wv=ii. 42.

 (2) Military documents, perhaps for a treatise on military
 administration=ii. 44, 45, 50, and latter part of 49
 (694, 22-end).

 (3) XalPEr1EtO0tO of ambassadors=ii. 47, with which perhaps 46
 and 48 are connected.

 (4) Schedule of ovv'OEtaL=ii. 55 (with Reiske's 56).
 ? (5) List of emperors=ii. 42 in index. But, as this is lost, we

 cannot say whether it belongs here or under C.

 C. Additions, not written or edited by Constantine VII:

 (1) Kletorologion of Philotheos=ii. 52, 53 (with its appendix
 54).

 (2) Schedule of fees in reign of Leo VI=ii. 49 (beginning-
 694, 21).

 (3) Life of Alexander of Macedon=ii. 56 (lost).
 (4) Documents of ii. 57 (lost).

 (As the most simple explanation of the appearance of the accretions
 B and C it is suggested that they were found in a dossier of Constantine
 along with material connected with the Ceremonies.)

 J. B. BURY.

 (To be continzued.)
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 THE ENGLISH

 HISTORICAL REVI EW

 NO. LXXXVII.-JULY I907 *

 Thze Ceremozial Book of Congstantine

 Pory5Akyrogenuietos

 II. THE ECCLESIASTICAL CEREMONIES OF BooK I.

 ? 19. IN book i., cc. 1-8.3, Rambaud discovered une unite remlar-
 quable. He believed that these chapters were mainly composed in
 the reign of Constantine VII, only allowing that some had been
 originally compiled ' in the time of Leo VI, or Alexander, or
 Romanus Lecapenus.'' The researches of Bieliaev have definitely-
 shown that this view is not tenable. It is, in fact, inconsistent
 with Constantine's explicit statement, which shows that he mainly
 confined himself to the mechanical work of arranging in a logical
 order and series pre-existing materials.2

 Book i. (omitting the appendix, cc. 84-97) falls into two parts:
 A. cc. 1-37 (properly 1-461): Church ceremonies and processions.
 B. cc. 38-83 (properly *47-92*): Secular ceremonies.

 Bieliaev's investigation (Priemy) is devoted to A. It is his great
 merit to have shown that this first portion consists of two distinct
 series, and to have deduced an important inference. The first
 series, of which the latter part is lost, corresponds to cc. 1-17*; it
 gives the general order of the processional ceremonial on great
 church festivals and the acta of the factions on these occasions.

 I Op. cit. pp. 131-2. He uses the word rddiges; his argument shows that he
 means ' put together ' or ' composed,' not ' transcribed.'

 2 See the preface to book ii. p. 516, cc. 5-11, especially ?rIET('pais E'71lUEAaflas flAoro'VWS
 ouv1 a OpeL o 6 C 'VT a.

 VOL. XXII.-NO. LXXXVII. E E

 * All rights reserved.
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 418 THE CEREMO0NIAL BOOK OF July

 The seconcl series, of which the beginning is lost, corresponds to
 cc. 18*-46*, and contains descriptions of the special ceremonies for

 special feasts.

 FIRST SERIES.

 C. 1. The general order of the ceremonial at any great church festival
 on which the emperors visit St. Sophia. The ceremonial on Christmas
 Day is taken as a model.3 There are added notices of (1) special modi-
 fications on Easter Day, p. 22, 12-; (2) the ceremonial on the Nativity of
 the Virgin, p. 26, 12-, which holds for the Annunciation, p. 33, 3, and
 partly for (3) the procession of Easter Saturday, but with modifications,

 p. 33, 11-.
 Cc. 2-9. The 'AKT-a T-tv /EpOv on the chief festivals from (c. 2) Christ-

 mas to (c. 9, down to p. 61, 5) Pentecost.
 Cc. *10-17*. These lost chapters undoubtedly contained the 'AKTa for

 festivals between Pentecost and Christmas. Bieliaev has discussed what
 they were.4 Five may be considered almost certain: All Saints, the
 Holy Apostles, the Transfiguration, the Nativity of the Virgin, the
 Assumption.

 SECOND SERIES.

 Cc. *18-44* (= c. 9 from p. 61,5-c. 35).A3 Ceremonies on church feasts
 beginning with Easter Day, ending with Easter Eve.

 [Cc. 36 and 37 are additions which do not form part of this series.
 C. 36 is a note on certain peculiarities of the rpoEXEvo-Lt in commemoration
 of the union of the church ;6 c. 37 describes how the emperors change
 their attire on various church feasts.]

 ? 20. Comparing these two series of ceremionies, we observe

 two significant facts. (1) In both cases the festivals of the
 ecclesiastical year are treated in chronological order, but they
 begin at different points of the cycle. The first series begins with
 Christmas, the second with Easter. (2) The second series is not
 merely supplementary to the first. It presents both repetitions
 of and divergencies from the descriptions in c. 1. For instance,
 compare the Christmas Day ceremonies of c. 23 with the pro-
 ceedings described in c. 1. Again, in the ceremony of the Annun-

 ciation (c. 30) the emperor at one point avJ?pXETar al Tc s tlvVX(S'
 -KaXas 'V iolS KaTTO" O /veLots (p. 166, 22); but at the end of this
 chapter it is noted that this part of the programme has beeni

 altered, and that the emperor oL'K alipX,-Tat vvvt I V TOLS'
 xaT1ov/Leveot0s' atXX' E'S TJ\V TpOWrtK77V EcTTJS T?S a7s 00pov K.T.X.

 I This follows, as Bieliaev has pointed out, from 1, 9, p. 63, where Constantine

 evidently designates the description in c. 1 as a description of the procession on

 Christmas Day: aJvY Tpo'wVo &v'rTfpw E' lrp KaT aO6%XOU 7rpO6XE6rE1 TS XpLLT'rV Yev1EwrFfS
 4e,udea.

 I Priemy, pp. 38-40, note 2. In his argument he makes use of data offered by
 c. 37 and book ii. c. 52.

 b I designate by 9b the part of c. 9 which belongs to the original c. 18*.
 6 Cp. Bieliaev, Priemy, pp. 235-6.
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 1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 419

 (p. 169, 22). In the account in c. 1 we find the second custom

 established, and there is no reference to the older practice
 (p 31, 14).7

 From these observations Bieliaev has justly inferred8 that
 the compiler (Constantine) had before him two different sets of
 m-aterial. Series 2 does not represent a number of isolated de-
 scriptions which were first collected and arranged by him. It

 represents an older collection, which he took over, not altering its
 arrangement, and only inserting occasional notes to point out
 modifications which had been made since the date when it had
 been originally compiled. On the other hand series 1 represents
 the actual practice of Constantine's time; there are no mentions
 of alteration in procedure. All the chapters of this series are
 appropriate to the last years of Constantine's reign. The acta
 in cc. 2 sqq. contemplate more than one Augusta (Helena and
 Theophano) and the princesses, Constantine's daughters (ra

 7r7opf0pOyevv7lTa) .S
 ? 21. It will be well to enumerate the proofs which corro-

 borate the inference that series 2 is older than series 1. I have
 already drawn attention to (1) the passage in c. 23 which records
 a change of procedure. (2) at the close of c. 10, p. 85, 24, we find
 the following important text:

 UTTEOV 86 KaL TOV7O OTt E`rt AOVTOS TOU TS)73 OEt's AlEg s E7EVETO -) Ta(tsS aVT?).

 r7rEVEL o Pa-tAEVS K.T.. X . Ka1L TEAXETat OVTWS '(0 T?3 O?/-pOV )Epas.

 The change here described was made by Leo VI; it follows that
 the preceding description of the Easter Monday ceremonies con-

 7 This is in the description of the ceremonies of the Nativity of the Virgin, but it

 is stated that the order for the Annunciation was the same (p. 33, 2).
 8 Prieniy, pp. xxxvii-viii.
 9 In c. 1, p. 19, the editor has added a note in regard to the apokombion presented

 to the patriarch. It is mutilated, but it clearly tells what is to be done in four
 different cases, according as there are one, two, three, or more emperors. Bieliaev

 restores thus (Prie1ty, p. 184): C'rTe'o dTL 'cPEAEL "XECl ,Tb r,OK40i3O xpUoOU Afrpas t',
 Kal el /uEP EO1TW eTs 3caTAeus, o8L&Ot TaS L ALTpas, el se 36o e-loly etrr Kai Cy'c7 s lob /.LEpiopTa
 ai &ea AJTrpas. efo- l esal y' XAT117 TOu /.LCeyaAOu '3aAews, OE'AEL elyaO TauT6 Tr6 roo-6

 ToO MoLLoeYov 7rEfp 7TEV &AAWP TGE 6eoa7r0TWY e4(o7ns, ('Vs o-vu/rAfXpou(TaC a Ts a7GEV PoTePp w
 TaS 5('ca ALcTpaS. Constantine VII had personally experienced five different cases:
 (1) he had reigned alone, before the elevation of Romanus I and for a few months at
 the beginning of A.D. 945; (2) he had one colleague, Romanus I, before the elevation
 of Christophoros; and afterwards Romanus II; (3) he had two colleagues, Romanus I
 and Christophoros, before the elevation of Stephen and Constantine; (4) he had four
 colleagues after the elevation of Stephen and Constantine; (5) he had three colleagues
 after the death of Christophoros. It is clear that in enumerating the various cases
 he is thinking of what happened in his own experience. Bieliaev's restoration does
 not include the case of five emperors ; why should it be omitted ? Further, Bieliaev's

 Sb-I 5' - 1e Kai y' cannot be right. Reiske gives e . . K ,al y'. I would restore es b e '
 s e' Kacl -y'. Though we might expect 7' to precede 5', the motive for the reverse
 order is furnished by the chronology: there were five basileis before there were four.

 E E 2
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 420 THE CEREMONIAL BOOK OF July

 tained in c. 10 was composed before that change. (3) In the
 account of the ceremonies on the Sunday after Easter (c. 16) we
 find a marginal note recording a recent change (p. 98, 22) of the
 same kind as that noticed in the case of Easter Monday. Instead
 of proceeding on foot to St. Sophia the emperor rides to the church
 of the Holy Apostles. A posterior limit of date for the changes is
 supplied 10 by the ' Kletorologion ' of Philotheos (composed A.D. 900);
 for there ve find that in both cases the new order was already in
 force (pp. 769, 1, and 773, 1). As there can be little doubt that the
 same emperor, Leo VI, who made the alteration for Easter Mon-
 day made the corresponding alteration for the ensuing Sunday,
 we get as the tiine limits for these changes 886-900 A.D. (4)
 The ceremonies of the Feast of Orthodoxy are described in c. 28,
 but we are told at the end that this description is partly anti-

 quated: a'rTE'Ov o'Tt To 7raXa5ov 0 TOtOViOsO TV'7osY q'V- VVV 3? 0 /8aotXV
 c.7.X. (p. 159, 21).

 There are some other indications bearing on the date of the
 ceremonies of series 2. We learn from a note to c. 19 that the

 feast of St. Elias Efcatvovpy7iiOq E7r Baca-ElOV TOV7 OtXoXp0XPIOV.
 Candles were lit in front of Basil's icon (p. 118, 1), a-7rTouVC

 KqpOVS' Ets' TrV ElKOVa BaatXe[ov TO' PLX0%XPLT0V SE77TOT0V. The
 concluding trop)arion of the lamplight service (ro XvXvLKOv) on
 the eve of this feast was composed by AE'Cv O6 aooTaTOS' Ka&
 aya9o\s /3aaAevs,. We can conclude that this chapter dates (in
 its present form; see below, ? 26) from the reign of Leo VI. We
 can draw the same conclusion in regard to c. 20, containing the
 ceremonies in commemoration of the dedication of the New Great
 Church, built by Basil I and dedicated to Christ, the archangel
 MNichael, and Elias."1 Here too we have a similar note stating
 that the feast was founded by Basil (p. 118), and in this ceremony
 also candles are lit before the icon of that emperor (p. 121, 3).
 These two ceremonies (cc. 19 and 20) were clearly inaugurated at
 the same time. The principal part of the former was celebrated
 in the New Great Church. The account of the celebration of the
 feast of St. Demetrius in c. 21 seems also to have been composed

 in the reign of Leo VI; a tioparion composedl by A&cov o aof0tTraroS
 Iat ayao 3,8aaA-Ev's was recited (p. 123, 23).

 ? 22. It does not appear to have been observed that in the
 ceremony of St. Basil's Day (1 January) we have a date which is
 precise but ambiguous. C. 24, p. 137, 16: -vvE 8E Ka\ TOV70O

 yeE 7vPOa Tr aiTy )uE'pca V8t1CTL&WL 'V . The third indiction might
 be A.D. 885 in Basil's reign, or A.D. 900 in Leo's. Bulgarian
 ambassadors were present, and took part in the celebrationi; we

 10 Bieliaev, Prierny, p. 231.
 1" The church is described by Constantine VII in his 'Life of Basil' (Theoph. Contimz.

 p. 325 sqq.)
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 1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 421

 learn that this was customary since the conversion of Bulgaria (rovi

 O) Xovs' Bov-XycapovsY OV1' KaTa TV7rOv EpXO/EVOVS' K.T.X., p. 139, 1).
 The practice mnust, of course, have been intermitted during the war

 between Symeon and Leo, but this war was over before A.D. 900, SO
 that this does not help us to decide between the two dates. There
 is however another datumn which enables us, I thirnk, to decide for
 the later year. The client archon of Taro is received by the

 emperors. He is described as 70ov )a-IyW-TpOV Kat appovTa TOV) Tap6
 (p. 138, 12) and o HaLyL-TPOYS o TapavwkTs' (p. 139, 18). Now we know
 that Krikorikios, the archon of Taro, was obliged by Leo VI to
 come to Colnstantinople, when the emperor conferred upon him the
 dignity of rnacgister.12 This Taronite ruler was the first to submit

 to the power of Constantinople.'3 Hence the chapter cannot be
 earlier than Leo's reign; and the third indiction must be A.D. 900.

 ? 23. The ceremony (c. 17) on Wednesday in the fourth week

 in Easter (tEto7wEv -KOoCCT7'), which was marked by a 7-poEXEva-tS to
 the church of St. Mokios, also suggests chronological considera-

 tions. On the occasion of this cereMony an attempt was made on
 the life of Leo VI in that church, and in consequence he dis-
 continued this 7rpoEXevat.'4 Our sources do not directly furnish
 the date, though they imply that the incidenit occurred after the
 elevation of Nikolaos to the patriarchate (February 901) and before
 906."5 But they furnish data which enable us to fix the year. We
 are told that Marcus, steward of the church of St. Mokios,
 attempted to persuade the emperor to revoke his decision to
 discontinue the ceremony. On Leo's refusal Marcus prophesied

 that his reign would last ten years: o icab yEyO1VEV' IIETa yap T771V
 K7rTX?jpO v TC)v 7 E) a E1vtavT(01V, Ty avTy y/La EV a') p KaL E'7rX ,
 TETEXE1?VJTE1)V.16 As Leo died in 912 Krug inferred 17 that the attempt
 on his life occurred in 902. This is simple, but it will hardly do; it
 does not explain the story. The prophecy was naturallypost eventumz;
 there is not a word about it in our only contemporary source, the
 Vita Euthym iii, where the circumstances of the murderous assault
 are more fully narrated than elsewhere.'8 The 7notif of the story

 is at once apparent when we observe that the day of Leo's death

 12 Constantine Porph. De Adm. Imjzp. c. 43, p. 185: aerO&EA0rToS Toe a'rToO KpLKOPLCL'OV

 f T? OEocuA XKT(P 7'ACL Kac l T - - /y(o'rpov Kcal OTpaT7JyoO Tapav &'a TrLA770ETOS. .
 'cal fT XPo e'vo 'i T7 clovaO oLaTp4as K.TA. Thus De Cer. c. 24 furnishes a date
 for the narrative in De Adm. Imlp. c. 43.

 '3 Ibid. p. 182, 12.
 1" Theoph. Contin. p. 365 = Logothete (Georg. Mon. Contin., ed. Bonn), pp. 861-2

 = Theodosius Melit. pp. 192-3 = Leo Gramm. pp. 275-6. 'CKTOTE 8f h ToLaV'T-0 4e'Etc&7r7
 2rpoEXevJoL.

 15 Cp. Vita Euthymii, ed. De Boor, p. 34, 27; 35, 6; 37, 15.

 " Theoph. Coittin. p. 366.

 17 Kritischer Versuch, p. 40 sgq. Bieliaev adopts this date (Priemy, p. 232).
 J8 Cap. 11, p. 35.
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 422 'HE CEREMONVIAL BOOK OF July

 was 11 May, and that Mid-Pentecost fell on 11 May in the year 903.
 This is quite sufficient to fix the date; the odd coincidence explains

 the origin of the story, in which the dissatisfaction of the clergy
 of St. Alokios is also reflected. De Boor also arrives at this date

 for the attempt, though by a somewhat different method."9 The
 'ten' years instead of ' nine' cannot wei(rh against the considera-
 tion adduced. De Boor contemplates the possibility of a scribe's

 error; 20 bIut his suggestion that the original source may have had

 ' in the tenth year' sounds more likely. The day of Leo's demise

 was the tenth anniversary of the attempt on his life, and the
 conventional value of the number ten is sufficient to account for

 the strain here put upon inclusive reckoning.
 The account seems to iniply that the visit to St. Mokios on

 Mid-Pentecost was not re-established in Leo's tinle; and thus we
 obtain A.D. 903 as a posterior limit of date for c. 17. Bieliaev
 has ingeniously attempted to determine a prior limit. We have
 seen that on the first Sunday after Easter a 7rpOE)XEVo-s to the
 Holy Apostles was introduced by Leo VI instead of a 7rpOEVS9o-ts to
 St. Sophia. But the 77poX,evots to St. Sophia had itself superseded
 an older practice. When the account (c. 64) of the imperial visit
 to the Golden Hippodrome on the Monday after the first Sunday
 after Easter was composed, the 7poEXEvo-ts on that Sunday was
 not to St. Sophia but to St. Mokios.21 There is evidence to which
 I will refer below (? 34) that this account cannot be later than the first
 years of Basil I. Now we know that the church of St, Alokios had

 partly fallen in and was restored by Basil.22 Hence Bieliaev
 argues that it was Basil, the restorer of the church, who transferred
 the visit to St. Mokios from the Sunday after Easter to Mid-
 Pentecost, and concludes that the accounts of both these ceremonies,
 in cc. 16, 17, were drafted in the reign of Basil.23 The argument
 in itself does not appear to be cogent. It depends on the assump-

 tion that there could not have been 7rpoEXEVST-tS to this church on
 two festivals; and for this assumption there is no evidence.
 Again, the argument implies that the shattered condition of the
 church did not hinder the 7rpo\XEvTts- on the Sunday after Easter.
 It must therefore be admitted that it does not afford a ground for
 denying that the 7rpoeXEvoTtS- at Mid-Pentecost to the same church
 might be a practice of earlier date than the reign of Basil.
 Bieliaev's view, therefore, cannot be considered as more than a
 conjecture; and we shall presently see that it involves difficulties.

 "I Vita Eutthymii, pp. 110-2.
 20 X for i, on the supposition that the alleged interview between Marcus and Leo

 occurred shortly before Mid-Pentecost 904. It seems to me that in the case of such a
 story we miss the mark if we go so far in requiring internal chronological consis-
 tency. De Boor bases too much on his discrimination between the date of the attempt
 and the date (fTad Trva Kalpdv) of the supposed conversation.

 21 C. 64, p. 284. 22 Theop7h. Contin. p. 323. 23 Priemty, pp. 232-3.
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 1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNVETOS 423

 ? 24. Besides these explicit indications of date, which occur in the
 Second Series, we have another means of discrimination. We find
 that some ceremonies contemplate one I3ac-XEVs only, and others
 more than one. In the first place this criterion confirms the
 distinction between the two series. The ceremonies of the first
 group all alike contemplate the presence of more than one

 emperor (ol E.o-wTrat). The ceremonies of the second group vary.

 The greater number of them imply only one emperor (o 13aot?vq),
 a few make mention of more than one.

 Rambaud, who observed this difference but did not examine
 the data closely, concluded (in accordance with his general view
 of the work) that the ceremonies in which only one emperor

 appears belong to the period when Constantine VII reigned without

 a colleague, before the coronationl of his son Romanus. This

 period however lasted for little over three months (27 January-
 6 April 945), and the ceremonies in questioln are numerous; so
 that, as Bieliaev observes, this consideration alone is sufficient to
 rule out Rambaud's hypothesis.24

 The distinction between the two groups established by the
 Russian scholar, and the clear evidence that the second group is
 older and belongs to the Basil-Leo period, have put the question in
 a new light. Bieliaev concludes that the oldest descriptions, in
 which only one emperor appears, belong to the early years of
 Basil I, but allows that some of them may have been drawn up in
 the reign of Michael III.25 But in arguing that the single basileus
 represents, as a rule, Basil I, he fails to notice that this involves a
 difficulty very similar to that which he urged himself against the
 view of Rambaud. For Basil was not sole reigning emperor fori
 much longer than a year. His predecessor was assassinated in
 September 867, and in the course of 868 he conferred the imperial
 dignity on his son Constantine. On 6 January 870 there was a third
 colleague, his second son, Leo.26 The hypothesis therefore implies
 that all these ceremonies (an-d there are others among the secular
 ceremonies which must be taken into account) were drafted during
 the first year of Basil's reign. This of course is not impossible, but
 the chronological facts at least do not encourage us to prefer the
 claim of Basil to that of Michael II.27

 ? 25. I called attention above (? 23) to the conjecture of
 Bieliaev that Basil I discontinued the visit to St. Mlokios on the

 21 He admits however that some chapters may have been borrowed from older
 books.

 25 Priemy, pp. xl, xli.
 26 Mansi, Conc. xvi. 143, ' imperii Basilii quidem ac Constantini a. 3, Leonis vero

 anno 1, ind. 3 pridie Idus Februarii.'

 27 For notices of ceremonies in the reign of Michael see De Cer. 2, cc. 31, 32, 34,
 36, 37.
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 Sunday after Easter, substituted a visit to St. Sophia, and intro-
 duced the visit to St. Mokios at Mid-Pentecost; whence he infers
 that cc. 16 and 17 were drafted in this reignl. He has failed to
 observe that the criterion which is under consideration separates
 these chapters in time. C. 17 contemplates a-"ro6Tat, C. 18 only
 one /ao-tX&Evs,. This deprives the conjecture of its plausibility.
 Its essence is the hypothesis that the two changes are inter-
 dependent and simultaneous; and (in default of an express record)
 the only cogent evidence would be the intimate connexion and
 synchronism of these two chapters. It is to be noted that
 Bieliaev's argumelnt implies that St. Mokios was restored in the
 first year of Basil, since ex hypothesi the restoration preceded the
 new arrangement, and c. 18 must have been (drafted before the
 coronation of Constantine. My conclusion would be that c. 17
 belongs either to the reign of Basil (during the greater part of
 which there were more than one emperor) or to the first half of the
 reign of Leo VI, and that there is no ground for excluding the
 reign of AMichael III as the possible date of c. 18.

 The application of the criterion lao-tX\E6s: ET7roTrat requires
 however some precaution. Thus in the short chapter 36, on the

 7rpoiEXVots ' EvwoeEos' EKKXqo-tlas', only one 3ao-tXe-v's, appears. It
 would nevertheless be indiscreet to infer that it was composed
 when only one /ao-tXEv's was reigning. This chapter has been
 judiciously discussed by Bieliaev.28 Ihe festival of the Henosis
 of the church wvas founded to celebrate the end of the troubles
 consequent upon the fourth marriage of Leo VI, in A.D. 920, before
 the coronation of Romanus I (not in A.D. 921).29 Hence it might
 be supposed that this chapter was composed in 920, between July,
 the month of the Henosis, and 17 December, the date of the corona-
 tion of Romanus, since at that time there was only one emperor,
 Constantine VII (aged 14). But in that case we should expect a
 full account of the ceremonies, whereas we get no details in the
 dozen linles which are here devoted to the subject; and the chapter
 has all the appearance of a note-introduced by the usual 10-T?'ov
 O't-added by the editor to the previous chapter, and not intended
 to form a distinct chapter itself. This being so, if we press the
 fact that only one 3aotX V's is mentioned, we should have to
 refer this, note to the few months in which Constantine reigned
 alone in A.D. 945. It is obvious that in the case of such a brief
 insertion this is unnecessary. We know that Constantine was at
 work on the Cer emtonies in the last years of hlis reign, and in his

 2S Priemny, pp. 233-7.
 29 This follows from the Tr4,OS rTs fl'caoews, in the title of which Romanus is still

 only basileopator (Zacharii, lIts Graeco-r-om7w. iii. 228). The chroniclers give A.D. 921.
 Cp. the Logothete (George Mon., ed. Bonn), p. 890; Theoph. Conttin. p. 398. Cp.
 Hirsch, Byzantinische Sttudient, p. 81.
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 1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 425

 editorial additions to ceremonies in which only olne basileus ap-
 peared he might very well have only taken into account the basileus
 who played the chief part.

 But the case is not isolated. The editorial addition at the end
 of c. 10 mentions only o /3acrtXEV's, but no one would think of
 pressing it. On the other hand, in the addition to c. 28, where
 the editor goes into details, the Ev7ow'rat come in. I would call
 attention to this passage as instructive. The editor, having before
 him a description which contemplates only one basileus, begins in
 the same key; but once embarked he passes abruptly, even
 ungrammatically, into the plural (p. 159, 22 vvv E o 3aatXev's Ta

 a)XXa wadwra EKTEXEt ,lELXpA T7/7s, E zOV KaaoJs, Et?p7Tat. ElS & T77V
 Eto'EpXETat EtS, To fyia EV8Ov, Kac 7TpOCKVVOUOl K.T.X.) where
 we have to understand o0 8,o-w6'rat, who are not nmentioned till
 the next sentence.

 ? 26. If we analyse Series 2 by means of our criterion and
 exclude c. 36 as an editorial addition, we find that of the twenty-
 eight chapters twenty-one contemplate one basileus, namely, 10-15,
 17, 18, 22, 23, 25-35; and in seven there is mention of more than
 one-9b, 16, 19-21, 24, 37. But it must not be assumed that all
 the ceremonies of either category were comlposed at the same time.
 I will now proceed to show that some chapters in the second

 category supply data (to which critics have not attended) proving
 that they belong to different periods.

 I would observe in the first place that all the ceremonies in this

 category (we may leave aside c. 37, which is not a description of a
 ceremony) are distinguished in one respect from the ceremonies of
 Series 1. In c. 1 and in nearly all the acta which follow it (cc. 2-
 9a) there is explicit mention of the Augustae and the Porphyro-
 gennetoi (e.g. pp. 36, 38, 45, 47, 60). This is a striking note of
 homogeneity in this series. It corresponds to the date at which
 we know Constantine VII was engaged on the Ceremionies, c.
 A.D. 957-9, when there were two Augustae (his wife, Helena, and his
 son's wife, Theophano) and several purple-born daughters. This is
 an observation which has not, so far as I know, been made before,
 but it is important.

 In c. 9b twvo emperors are contemplated, o pe'yas- 8aatXlEV's and
 6 lUtKpOS' (which simply means the junior colleague). See pp.
 64, 24; 68, 22; 69, 1. This in itself would suit Constantine VII
 and Romnanus II, but we find that there was only one Augusta
 (p. 67, 9), and therefore, if it belonged to this reign, we should have
 to place it before the marriage of Romanus II and before the
 composition of Series 1. The data would also suit the reign of
 Leo VI and Alexander.

 In c. 19, on the other hand, there appear more than two

 emperors (o IAEgyas and ol tHlKpot, p. 115, 16). This might suggest
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 the reign of Romanus I or the last years of Leo VI and Alexander

 (after the coronation of Constantine Porphyrogennetos); but it also

 corresponds to the situation in the reign of Basil I (fromn A.D. 870),

 and, as the ceremony described was instituted in his reign, we may
 conclude with a high probability that this was the date of the

 original draft, though the mentioll of the troparion composed by

 Leo, who is described as o o-of a7os 9Kat (ya0o\ ,l8a-tX,vs, points
 to a redactiona in his reign (cp. above, ? 21). In c. 20 there is no
 phrase showing that there were more than two emperors; but, as

 we saw, it is naturally associated with c. 19, and we shall hardly be
 wrong in assuming the same date for its composition. It seems
 probable that the following chapter 21 (festival of St. Demetrius)

 belongs to the same group, composed in the reign of Basil and

 edited in the reign of Leo.30
 Thus of the six chapters under consideration we have found

 reasons for concluding that 19, 20, 21 were originally drafted in

 the reign of Basil I, but were rehandled uinder Leo VI, while 24
 (which I showed in ? 22 must be conanected with A.D. 900) belongs,
 and 9b may belong, to the reign of Leo; the short chapter 16, as

 we saw above (? 21), is prior to A.D. 900.
 ? 27. We may turn now to the larger group in Series 2, in

 which only one basileus appears. We have already seeni that c. 10
 was written before a certain change (recorded in an editorial note
 at the end of the chapter) had been made by Leo VI (see above,

 ? 21). We are also furnished with a prior limit. The lighting of

 candles at the tombs of Saints Nikephoros and MIethodios (p. 77, 6)
 shows that the description is subsequent to June 847, the date
 of the death of MIethodios.3l As the motif of this act was un-
 doubtedly the share which these two patriarchs had taken in the

 so It seems to me very significant for the chronological association of these three
 chapters that in all three the eTaLpELapX-qs appears in a part of the ceremony which is
 the same in all three: 116, 4- = 119, 3- = 122, 4-. WVe know that Stylianos (after-

 wards basileopator) was M1KP4S ETacptEpLPX717 under Basil. We may infer, perhaps, that
 there was also a uc'yas eTatpesapX773 in this reign. See the chronicles of the I Logothete '
 group (George Mon. p. 846, ed. Bonn, and the rest). In c. 21 the additions of the editor
 are evidently distinct. The original narrative is interrupted by inserted notes at 122, 23;
 it is resumed at 123, 11, and is once more interrupted at 123, 22, by an insertion,
 extending to 124, 3.

 s' 14 June 847 (not 846). Different views were held as to the year; but 847 is
 now established. The Life of the Hermit Joannikios, in the collection of Simeon
 Metaphrastes (Migne, P. G. 116, p. 92), states that Methodios died on 14 June, eight
 months after the death of Joannikios. An earlier ninth-century Life of Joannikios,

 by the Monk Sabas, was published in 1894 in the Acta Sanctoruri, Novem. II., and
 there the exact date of the death of the hermit is stated (p. 433): Nov. 3 or 4, A.M
 6355, indict. 10, i.e. 846. We know otherwise that Methodios was patriarch for four
 years and three months (Nicephori Chron. ed. De Boor, p. 120 ; four years, Vita

 Ignatii, in Migne, P. G. 117, p. 500, &c. &c.), so that he was appointed in March 843,
 which agrees with the now accepted date for the First Sunday of Orthodoxy. See on

 the whole question Vasil'iev, Vizantiia i Araby, i. pril. iii. 142-6.
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 struggle against iconoclasm, there is a presumption that this part
 of the ceremony was arranged while the memory of the triumph
 of A.D. 843 was still young; and we may esteem it more probable
 that the chapter dates from the reign of Michael III (betweeni 848
 and 866, the year of Basil's elevation) than from the first year of
 Basil's reign, which in the case of this ceremony would mean
 A.D. 868. Similarly it is natural to suppose that the description
 of the Feast of Orthodoxy, c. 28, was composed in the reign of
 Michael. We have already seen (? 23) that the same period is not
 excluded for c. 17.

 In the other chapters we have lno chronological clues. But it
 is important to observe sigyns that they were not isolated descrip-
 tions, but formed part of a series. In c. 12 and in c. 13 there are
 references to c. 11 (pp. 89, 24; 91, 2); also in cc. 14 and 15
 (pp. 91, 3; 96, 23); these five chapters belong together. Again,
 in c. 26 there are references to c. 23 (pp. 143, 17; 146, 3), and in
 c. 35 to c. 30 (p. 186, 3). There is nothing to suiggest that any of
 these references is editorial.

 ? 28. Taking all the evidence together we may consider it a
 probable conclusion that the descriptions of ceremonies in Series 2
 which imply only one emperor belonged to a ceremonial book
 composed in thle reion of Michael III. Bardas wvas created Caesar
 on 19 April 862,32 alnd in the following years we might expect
 that the influential Caesar should have had a special place in some
 of the ceremonies; and, as this is not the case, we may perhaps-
 though of course the consideration is by no means conclusive-
 consider 847 and 862 as the limits of date.

 In the reign of Leo VI this collection was re-edited with con-
 siderable changes. New ceremonies instituted by Basil I were
 introduced. The ceremonies on Easter Day (9b) and 1 January
 (24) were rewritten. But most of the older descriptions were
 retained, notes being added which can generally be distinguished.
 We can fix the date of this recension to the years 900-903 (cp.
 ?? 22 23).

 The third stage is the recension of Constantine VII, who
 included the collection in his ceremonial book without making any
 further changes except the insertion of additional notes.

 ? 29. We have still to consider c. 37, which forms a sort of
 appendix to the collection, explaining the details of the imperial
 costume at the various ceremonies which have been described.
 Bieliaev has drawn attention to two indications which enable us to
 fix its date.33 The dress to be worn on Easter Monday (7rept3daX-

 XovTa ra TXEVKca XpvOa U-Kapa/layyta, p. 188, 3) implies that the

 sf Genesios, p. 97; Hirsch, Byz. Studien, 173.
 13 Priemy, pp. 220, note, 233, note.
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 innovation made by Leo VI before A.D. 900 (see above, ? 21) had
 already come inito force, for the emperors usually wore skaramaiigia
 when they rode in ceremonial processions.34 Again, we are told
 that on Mid-Pentecost they wore white (or purple) skaramangia

 (p. 188, 19), whence we may infer that this was written before
 A.D. 903, when the proeleusis to St. MIokios was discontinued. Thus
 c. 37 belongs to the second stage and was added to the revised
 ceremonial book c. 900-903 A.D.

 ? 30. The form of c. 37 is to be noticed. It consists of a series
 of paragraphs, of which each (except the first) begins with the
 formula laroov o'rt. This formula is regularly used in Constantine's

 treatise De Administrando I)nperio,3 and it may fairly be taken as a
 guide to discriminate Constantine's editorial hand. It is invariably
 used in the marginal notes, which are clearly due to the Con-

 stantinianl redaction. But when a paragraph is introduced by iao-&'OV

 o't or Xp77 e8E3vat it is not necessarily an editorial addition. The
 words mav simply be introduced as a formula of transition for the

 sake of clearness or to avoid an awkward abruptness. We shall
 notice hereafter (? 40) a case in which it can be shown that Xpi7
 rytlWCr/EtV was introduced by the editor for stylistic reasons. The
 formula in question may of couirse have beenl used occasionally in
 the older documents, but its prevalence in Constantinian literature
 justifies the presumption that it betokens Constantinian interven-
 tion, and we may probably conclude that the marking off of the
 paragraphs in c. 37 by 1-TE'OJ O'rt is due to Constantine.

 The formula might be particularly useful in marking paren-
 thetical notes, as in c. 17 (p. 107, 6), where hrTE'oY Be o' . ..
 a7rEXaTtKOvS interrupts the progress of the description.

 III. THE SECULAR CEREMONIES OF BOOK I.

 ? 31. The second part of book i. (cc. 38-83), which deals with
 secular ceremonies, is composite, like the first, consisting of docu-
 ments of different dates. It is arranged in subjects and may be
 analysed as follows:

 cc. 38-42: ceremonies (coronations, &c.) connected with members of
 the imperial house.

 cc. 43-59: investitures of officials and dignitaries (beginning with the
 Caesar and ending with the protospathaiios).

 c. 60: imperial burial ceremony.
 c. 61 : imperial birthday ceremony.
 cc. 62-6: court levees or receptions (34%,u).
 cc. 68-73: hippodrome ceremonies (horse races, &c.)
 cc. 74-83: various.

 3' Priemny, p. 8, note.

 3 See my article on the treatise De Admhinist-acndo I7nperio, ? 6, in Byzanttinische
 Zeitschrift, xv., 1906.
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 it may at first seem awkward in this arrangement that cc. 60, 61
 should be separated from cc. 38-42; but it is to be observed that
 the ceremonies of the first group are of the nature of investitures,
 with the exception of 42, which gives the acta on the occasion of
 the birth of a Porphyrogennetos and forms a natural appendix to
 41 (the marriage and coronation of an Augusta). Thus the second
 group, beginning with the investiture of a Caesar (who would
 generally be a member of the imperial house), follows naturally.

 ? 32. It is to be observed that two of the ceremonies of the first
 group relate to the same occasion. C. 39 is entitled Oo-a Sl'
 7rapacXVa'TTetV t6 o-rEbavwtart 3actXe?09, and c. 41 -oa Set

 7rapabvXarTTErV E7rt 0-7T,#/*Q avyovo-riq Kat 0T,-0av aTos. The
 ceremony is the marriage of a junior emperor, and the difference
 in the two cases is that in the former the bride is already an
 Augusta, in the latter she is crowned Augusta on the day of her
 marriage. C. 40 gives the ceremony of coronation when it is lnot
 connected with her nuptials.

 The ceremony described in c. 39 is performed in the church of
 St. Stephen in the palace; but an editorial note is appended at the

 end (201, 19) to the effect that this has recently (E'V T0tS ESXaTOt
 Katpots-) been changed, and that the nuptial coronation is now cele-
 brated in the church of the Virgin in the Pharos. In c. 41 the
 nuptial coronation of the emperor and his bride is performed in
 St. Stephen's, immediately after the imperial coronation of the bride
 in the Augusteus; and there is no note as to any change.

 Now we know that in A.D. 768 (17 December) Irene was crowned in
 the Augusteus and married to Leo IV in St. Stephen's in Daphne,36
 as ordained in c. 41. Hence Diehl has suggested37 that c. 41
 describes that ceremony, and in support of this he points especially
 to the mention of the K0co/S Tr6^V a'84 O-t6VoW. Otherwise we do not
 find this official mentioned under this name in the ceremonies
 except in the extracts from sixth-century documents at the end of
 book i.38 But he is not ' an institution which has in the tenth
 century entirely disappeared,' as Diehl says. In the sixth century
 he was also called admissionalis (a8,to-o-ovdXtos),59 and under this
 name we find him still existing in the tenth century.40 But Diehl
 is right in noting the title ' count of the admissions' as a mark of
 comparative antiquity. It does point to the eighth century, when,
 though the Byzantine usages and nomenclature which we find in
 the ninth century had already been for the most part introduced,
 some old terms were still used which had become obsolete before
 A.D. 900.

 -e Theophanes, s.ca., ed. De Boor, p. 444. 37 Etutdes byzantines, p. 304.
 34 Pp. 386, 387. 0 Ibid. pp. 394, 404-5.
 40 Ibid. p. 23, 8.
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 There is however a difficulty in considering c. 41, as it stands,

 a simple description of the ceremony of A.D. 768. It is impossible

 to suppose that the highest dignitaries of the palace, the Caesars
 and the itobilissimuts who had been created earlier in the year,

 should not have had a part to play in the ceremony. To meet this
 difficulty T suggest that the same ceremony was used in the tenth

 century with appropriate modifications. In A.D. 933 Stephen, the
 son of Romanus I, married Anna, and we are expressly told that

 the coronation was performed simultaneously with the marriage:

 a,ua a'E T) VVttKao TE-dP VKa6 o T5 rs 3aotXd?as av'T? o-TsfvO0asp
 37rETOTvo.41 That this detail should be stated seems significant;
 it certainly suggests that on recent occasions the two ceremonies

 had been kept separate, and their combination is therefore recorded
 as noteworthy. It is obvious that the ceremonial of A.D. 768,

 suitably modified, might have been followed.42
 But c. 41 cannot be simply the description of the ceremony of

 A.D. 933 adapted from that of A.D. 768. For in A.D. 933 there were

 four basileis, and c. 41 contemplates only two (p. 213, 21). It is
 however natural to suppose that the combination of the two corona-

 tions, which was reintroduced according to my hypothesis in
 A.D. 933, was practised on the two next occasions of an imperial
 marriage-namely, the unions of Romanus II with Bertha in
 A.D. 944 and later with Theophano. In the last case there were

 only two basileis. MIy suggestion therefore is that in c. 41 we have a
 description of the marriage of Romanus and Theophano, based on
 the old document of A.D. 768. This explains, on the one hand,
 the appearance of the old-fashionled but still quite intelligible title

 YC4tS T- v 8tooflOV, and, on the other, the non-appearance of
 the Caesars and nobilissimus.

 It is obvious that the cereluony of c. 40 was wanted on occa-

 sions when there was no question of a marriage, such as the
 coronation of Theodora, wife of Romanus I (A.D. 921), of Sophia,
 wife of Christophoros (A.D. 922), of Anna, the daughter of Leo VI, and
 of Zoe, the same emperor's fourth wife. But it was also necessary
 in conjunction with that of c. 39, when the coronation and the

 marriage, though following each other closely, were not combined.
 This, according to the hypothesis above stated, would have been the
 case when Constantine VII espoused Helena in A.D. 919. If so, we

 can at once explain the editorial observation that the ocwrE0ar,ua

 4' Theoph. Contin. p. 422; Theodosius Melit. (ed. Tafel), p. 231 (ererTe'OeETo). Leo

 Gramm., p. 323, omits aTrf7. 'George Mon.' has a'Tr (p. 913), but Stephen had
 already been emperor since Christmas A.D. 926.

 42 I do not think that we can dlraw any conclusion as to the ceremonies of the first
 marriage of Leo VI (Georg. Mon. Cont. p. 846: i'jydyeTo 6 BazoAlebs Ae'ovTI Tr $acwAeE
 Ouvyarepa MapTvawclov, $)v Kac EreiTeEV, 7roi1oaLS TO's a' ovs ev r7 Mavaipca ical Pv roS Wt
 aKcoVuLToLs) from the fact that the Magnaura is mentioned in c. 41, though not in c. 39,
 2 (pp. 231, 7; 232, 22).:
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 had beeln transferred from St. Stephen's to the church of the Virgin

 EV 7rObs EXaTOls Katpots, as due to Constantine himself. Such an
 expression could be naturally applied to anything that happened in
 his own reign. C. 39 would therefore go back to an earlier period,

 perhaps the reign of Basil I or Leo VI.
 The acta of the factions in cc. 38, 40, and 42 are homogeneous

 with the acta of cc. 2-9a, which are related to the reign of Con-
 stantine VII; the Augustae and Porphyrogennletoi are acclaimed.

 ? 33. In the second group most of the ceremonies contemplate
 more than one basileus. Of these cc. 43 and 44 must be at once
 set apart and associated with c. 41. Diehl has shown, from interlnal
 evidence, that they describe the proceedilngs on the occasion when
 Constantine V conferred the rank of Caesar on his sons Christo-
 phoros and Nikephoros, and that of nobilissimunts on his fourth son,
 NTiketas, on 2 April 768.43

 Other ceremonies of this group must also be referred to the
 early Byzantine period. C. 46 consists of two sections, describing
 the ceremony for the investiture of a miagister, according as it is
 performed on2 a great church festival or on an ordinary Sunday.
 WVe note that the Small Colnsistory is exceptionally designated in
 both descriptions as the Winter Consistory (pp. 233, 6; 235, 14).
 The Great Consistory used to be called the Summer Consistory, but
 the name is not used in any of the later documents; we only find it in
 a sixth-cenitury ceremony (p. 405, 8).44 In the second section we find
 other peculiarities which differentiate it from the ceremonial descrip-
 tionls of the ninth and tenth centuries. We have the mysterious
 KOl17-TS9 O-EKOpA)V (p. 235, 3) and the 8O/-E'O-TtKOL 7Tw8tiTov and xo-Xap4ot

 7r83T&ov (p. 236, 8), terms which went out of fashion. This, more-
 over, is the only place where we find a mention of a locality in the
 palace called ol 'Iv ot.

 The following c. 47, on the investiture of a patrician who is
 strategos of a theme (a-TparTqYofvTros), has a remarkable point in
 common with c. 46. Here too we find KO/)TE9S TEKOpcW, and also
 Kcat&&ATO C?EKO'pfv and 8oFoE-TTLK o-EKpOv (p. 237, 11).45 Whatever

 43 For the details see Diehl, ibid. 298 sqq. Cp. Theophanes, ed. De Boor, s.a. p. 443.
 As another though superfluous item of proof I may point out the appearance of the
 referendarius in c. 44 (p. 225, 17). The referendarius is familiar in the sixth century
 (e.g. in Procopius and Cod. Just.) In the Ceremoonies we find llim in an excerpt from
 Peter the Patrician (p. 390), but I believe that, as the name of a secular official,
 pE?EpEJJ-OpLos does not occur in the Ceremonies (nor in later literature), except here
 and in two other chapters (cc. 47, 48) which we shall see reason for supposing to be
 earlier than the ninth century. The ecclesiastical referendarius survived; see e.g.
 De Cer. i. 1, p. 9, 3.

 "I On these consistories see Bieliaev, Obzor, pp. 118-9.
 '5 If avv6pcv is right (the emendations proposed by Leichius are impossible) the

 titles can have been current only for a short time, as they are found nowhere else.
 The vela in c. 47 are (1) magistri, (2) patricians, (3) hypatoi, (4) comites OEKpco6V,
 (5) candidati aEKO'pWV, (6) domestici rYCo'pKev, (7) a7rb rp7rdapXv and a-Ppa7lXdIal. (The
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 cEKCOp&W) means, whether it be sound or corrupt, we are not in the
 tenth (or the nirnth) century; while the general character of the

 ceremony shows that we are not in the sixth or the seventh.

 Again, we have the secundicerius (p. 238, 2), a name which is borne
 only by an ecclesiastical official in later times. We have, too, the

 referendarius (pp. 237, 13; 240, 19); see above,p. 431, note 43.
 A complete revision of the court ceremonies was necessitated

 by the reorganisation of the institutions of Diocletian and Con-
 stantine, which was carried out early in the eighth century by
 Leo III. The official world was largely reconstituted; titles and
 ranks were changed, and the general schemes of the ceremonies
 must have been altered to meet the new conditions. Though
 endless alterations in detail were made by succeeding emperors the
 character of the ceremonial, as then reformed, was permanent. In
 the first (Isaurian) period, as we might expect, some old terms were
 still used which afterwards fell into desuetude. Cc. 46 and 47
 evidently belong to this period. Both assume two emperors,
 who will be Leo III and Constantine V, or Constantine V and
 Leo IV.

 C. 48 seems also to belong to the same period. Here too the
 referendarius appears (p. 246, 19), though instead of the Kco/X7Xrvs-
 o-EKopav we have the K41pv-rS, 70P O-XoXOV. Moreover there is only
 one j8ao-tXc's. The later part of the ceremony was afterwards
 modified in details, and a description of the new order is added,

 under the title a'KToXoy[a rw'p 8&qtlwuv Kc.7.X. Thus the portion
 pp. 249, 20-251, 14 is superseded by pp. 251, 16-255, 8. The
 acclamations of the Augustae and Porphyrogennetoi in the new
 description seem to point to the reign of Constantine VII.

 C. 49 seems to be connected with c. 48. There is only one
 basileus, and there are back references to it (pp. 256, 2, 20; 257, 1).
 For the other chapters of this group we have no clear indications,
 except that c. 53 appears to be a tenth-century addition (like the
 end of c. 48) to c. 52. But the whole group probably formed a
 series dating from the eighth century. It may be noted that c. 59
 presumes c. 58 (p. 275, 3).

 ? 34. In the group of chapters relating to dexima cc. 62, 63

 belongf closely together, and are clearly contemporaneous. They
 contain the acta of the factions on the eve and the day of a dexi-

 a7rb c-rdpXwv or 0-TpaTrnXdT1-S was at this time the lowest grade of rank, as in A.D. 900:
 see Philotheos, p. 708, 7.) In c. 48 we have eight vela. The patricians appear in two
 vela: (2) anthypatoi, (3) 7aTp(KItOc Kal oTpaT?7rYo[; and the hypatoi are replaced by
 (4) 7 OvyKArTros. Then we have (5) comites scholarum, (6) candidati, (7) domestici,
 (8) a'v6 ewrapXwv. It seems clear therefore that (5) (6) (7) of c. 48 correspond to (4)
 (5) (6) of c. 47, and both mean the same classes. In the vela which were introduced
 in the ceremony of Easter Day, as described in c. 9 b, we find the same order at the end
 of the list (p. 61) : (6) comites scholarum, (7) imperial candidati, (8) domestici scho-
 larum (9) a7r?4 e>i7rdpX(v.
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 1907 COANSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 433

 mon on the anniversary of an emperor's accession. A note is
 added at the end of c. 63 to the effect that the proceedings are the

 same for the dexima, only that the apeiatikoi, trilexia, and tetralekta
 are to be different, according to the occasion. These chapters
 seem to have been compiled in their present form in the reign of
 Constantine VII.46 C. 65 belongs to the same time.

 On the other hand cc. 64, 66 (67), in which there is only one

 basileus, belong together. When c. 64 was written, the proeleusis

 ,on the Monday after the first Sunday after Easter was still to

 St. Mokios; it was therefore written before A.D. 900 (see above,
 ? 23), and, as only one basileus appears, may probably be ascribed
 to the reign of Michael III. Now in this chapter (p. 284, 21) we find
 a reference to another ceremony: ol E 7rpaut7oGtrTOt ELO-EXOTwEs EYV

 TCt Tpw-wETWV, . aVWTEpo Etpp-qat. Nothing has been said before
 to which the last words can refer. We have to turn to c. 66 to dis-
 cover the passage which must be meant (p. 296, 14) : Kat 6 7rpatro-

 CtTOYS EYGEX0W E" T7' Tpt7rETozJt K.T.A. It follows that 66 and 64
 were together in one collection, but that when they were received into
 the compilation of Constantine VII their order was reversed and
 they were separated by another ceremony (65). C. 67 is an

 appendix to c. 66 (to which it refers, p. 301, 21), but although the
 single basileus of 66 is preserved it is clearly an editorial addition
 (cp. 1o-TZOV OTt pp. 301, 20; 302, 25).

 ? 35. The first chapter (68) of the Hippodrome group is re-

 markable. It belongs to a period later than the sixth century, but
 when some of the ministers who were abolished by the Isaurian
 reorganisation were still in existence. That it is later than the
 sixth century is shown not only by its general style, which is far
 nearer to that of the later ceremonies than the style of the docu-
 ments of the Justinianean age, and specially by the appearance of
 the ceremonial officer o 7-'I Ka-aa-Ta7-Ewsq, of whom there is no
 trace in the sixth centary, but the praetorian prefect of the east
 still exists.47 There is only one basileus. The date might, for in-
 stance, be the reign of Justinian II, or the first years of Leo III.48
 It is probable enough that details of the ceremony were altered by
 subsequent editors, but the reference to the obsolete praetorian
 prefect was overlooked.

 C. 70 presents close resemblances to c. 68, and was to all
 appearances drafted in its original form at the same time; but all
 anachronisms seem to have been eliminated.

 "I Reiske's argument in his note, pp. 294-5, depends on the collocation of cc. 62-3
 with c. 64. But c. 64 dates from a different period.

 47 P. 306, 11. Here we have the 10'TE'oVX oT which the later compilers used so
 constantly.

 48 Even after the coronation of Constantine V (A.D. 720), then an infant, before he
 was old enough to be present at such ceremonies.

 VOL. XXII.-NO. LXXXVII. F F
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 Cc. 72'and 73 (except the aktologia) contemplate a single basileuis,
 but need not be older than the reign of Michael III.

 In the other chapters of this group more basileis than one

 appear, and the acta have generally been brought up to the date of
 Constantine VII. But there is one significant exception which
 furnishes a definite chronological indication. In c. 69 a section

 occurs entitled adcc-a brt 1.keyto-vvracpd a/zpa ?-oXp ?p- 7-t7 -t Kat
 avatpEOVErt. These brief acta acclaim one basileus, but more than

 one Augusta. The'two cases in which there were two Augustae

 and only one emperor were in the reigns of Constantine VI and
 Michael III. But we have no record of the slaying of an emir in
 the former reigni (a success which Theophanes could hardly have
 omitted to chronicle); and the only serious success gained against
 the Saracens (the victory of Anusan) occurred, as it happens, just
 at a moment when there was only one Augusta, in the interval

 between the divorce of Maria and the marriage of Theodote.49 On
 the other hand the most conspicuous victory of Roman arms
 under Michael III was marked by the death of the Saracen leader,
 Omar ibn-Ubeid-allah-al-Akta, the emir of Melitene, on the battle
 field.50 Petronas, the Roman general, was rewarded by receiving
 the rank of mnagister. This happened in the year A.D. 863. We
 know that Michael's mother, the empress Theodora, who had been
 sent to a cloister c. 856 A.D., was afterwards released, but the date

 of her recovery of freedom was unknown. We may infer that she
 was released and received formal honours, though she had no
 political influence, by A.D. 863. The other Augusta was Michael's
 wife, Eudokia, daughter of Dekapolites, of whose life we otherwise
 know nothing.

 It is to be observed that an incident which occurred at a race
 in the time of Michael III is recorded in c. 71 (p. 358, 11).

 It seems probable that c. 69 as a whole appeared in the collection
 dating from the reign of Michael III,- and that it was revised and
 modified to suit his own time by Constantine VII; only the acta
 celebrating the death of an emir, and seldom required, were
 allowed to remain unaltered.

 ? 36. We obtain an interesting glimpse of the process of bringing
 up to date in c. 73. In the acta, which form the second part of
 this chapter, the following spring song, in ' political' verses, is to
 be chanted by the people:

 E r-o Esap ro XVKv 7raXtv ravarAkEt,

 Xapav2 vytEtav Kat C(W)-v Katc rqV EvrqpLEptav,
 &v8payaOiav EK 0cov -roZ /ao-tXE dat 'Pwuat'v
 Kat VtK?)V 0EOLWp?TOV KaT( TWV 7TOXELt'WV.

 1a Theophanes, s.a. 6287, ed. De Boor, p. 469.

 5U For the details see Vasil'iev, Vizantiia i Araby, i. 201.
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 The second half of the third verse is a syllable too long, and

 Krumbacher rightly conjectured Tz3 ,8aa-tXe.5' But T0onst /3aa-tXevit
 is not a mere scribal error ; it is clearly a deliberate correction, to
 harmonise with the rest of the acta, which acclaim more than one

 basileus. The correction was made mechanically, without regard
 to the metre; the right correction was TO'rS' 8-wr0Tat, and no doubt
 was thus actually chanted when there were two or more reigning
 sovrans.

 In the preceding portion of the chapter, in which only one
 emperor appears, the first and second verses are quoted with
 variations (366, 9):

 t8 to sap -r-o K a X o v -7raXtv 7ravarAXXEt,

 0 E'po v vyLEtav Kat XapaV Kat -r'v Ev),LuEpLav.

 This is evidently the older form, and it is superior in point of
 construction. When 4e'pov is omitted the syntax is loose; the
 accusatives are in apposition to the cognate object of 17ravaTe'Xst.
 The purpose of the change was to introduce ~co4v, and, as such a
 change demands a motivation, I hazard the guess that it might
 have been introduced after the second marriage of Leo VI, with
 Zoe, daughter of Stylianos, a guess which those who know how
 fond the Byzantines were of plays on names will not consider
 extravagant.

 It is important to remark that these verses occur in a descrip-
 tion which was drafted at least as early as the reign of Michael III.
 It shows definitely that political verses were a fully established
 form of composition in the ninth century. The metre, of course,
 is of much older origin. Krumbacher has pointed out proverbs,
 couched in this metre, which go back to the sixth century.52 But
 it was possibly in the ninth century that it began to come into

 vogue, though one would not be surprised if the spring song was
 much older. I have pointed out that the political metre probably
 occurs in the interchange of wit between Theophilus and Kasia on
 the occasion of that emperor's brideshow.53

 ? 37. The last group, of miscellaneous ceremonies (cc. 74-83),
 are, for the most part, of high antiquity, as is shown by the
 number of Latin words and formulae. They were not however
 obsolete; they were still practised, in their old forms, in the tenth
 century, and beyond the retention of the Latin phrases there is
 nothing anachronistic. In the number of emperors and empresses
 they are all suitable to the reign of Constantine VII.

 ? 38. It results from our examination that in the secular
 ceremonies there are (in contrast with the ecclesiastical) a number

 5' Gesch. der Byz. Litt.2 p. 255.
 52 Mittelgriechische Sprichworter, pp. 233-4.
 53 Gibbon, ed. Bury, v. 199, note; Pseudo-Symeon, p. 625, ed. Bonn.

 F F 2
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 of descriptions which must have been originally drafted in the
 Isaurian period. Such are 43, 44; probably 41; 46-48; probably
 49; and 68 may be even older. And there are others which we
 may suspect were originally composed in that period, though
 anomalies, which would reveal the date, have been eliminated.
 Fturther, we have noticed indications pointing to the reign of
 Michael III.

 IV. CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE SOURCES OF BOOK I.

 ? 39. We may now sum up the general conclusions which our
 analysis yields as to the materials which Constantine VII wrought
 into his first book. He speaks of his work as one of collection

 (uvva0potoOl4wra) as well as arrangement, and this shows that he
 did not simply revise one older ceremonial book, but gathered

 documents from different collections or sources. This evident
 inference from his own statement was confirmed by the demon-
 stration of Bieliaev that the ecclesiastical ceremonies were derived
 from two distinct collections.

 In the light of our examination of the work we may infer that
 the following maini sources were at the disposal of Constantine:
 (1) The sixth-century 7rXOXlTlK?) Karao'ra-Ls', from which he tran-
 scribed the concluding chapters of the book (84-95), as possessing
 antiquarian interest. (2) A ceremonial book of the Isaurian period.
 This period must have witnessed a general revision of court cere-
 monial, rendered necessary by the reorganisation of the official
 world. Such a book, required for the use of the court, was
 probably kept up to date and augmented by new additions by the
 praepositus or the official known as o T'7iS KaTraoTrao-Ews, who
 directed the ceremonies. Thus the descriptions of special cere-

 monies performed under Constantine V may have been added to a
 collection which had originated under Leo III. (3) Our evidence
 points to the reign of Michael III as another stage in the history
 of the ceremonial. On general grounds this is not unexpected.
 The restoration of image-worship furnishes a particular motive for
 revision at that epoch. The ecclesiastical ceremonies arranged
 under iconoclastic sovrans required alterations. These ceremonies
 have been so carefully revised or rewritten that we find no indi-
 cations pointing beyond the reign of Michael III. It is impossible
 to say whether the secular ceremonies were as carefully worked up.
 Those descriptions in which we find marks of the Isaurian
 period may have been taken by Constantine from the Isaurian
 book and not from the revised book of the ninth century. This
 latter book received additions and modifications in the reign of
 Leo VI, and was the actual ceremonial book up to the time of
 Constantine's compilation, though not in all respects up to date.
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 It seems to me probable that the acta of the demes were not
 included in this book, but formed (4) a separate collection. For
 these acta specially concerned the officers of the demes, and did
 not directly concern the palace officials who arranged the general
 ceremonial. This difference of origin would account for the differ-
 ence in the arrangement of the feasts of the ecclesiastical year in
 the acta (c. 2 sqq.) and in the general ceremonies (see above, ? 20).
 The idea of a ceremonial book including the acta would have been
 due to Constantine VII.54

 If these conclusions are right we can understand Constantine's
 precise description of his own editorial work. He found the
 material, he savs, Xvrn' TE Kat 0ropa'&v EKTEt0t1E'va. It was
 disordered (X'83qv), because the ceremonial book had grown, new
 ceremonies being added as they occurred, and consequently not
 occupying the place in the general order which their date or their
 nature would assign to them. It was scattered (a7ropa'pqv), because
 the acta had to be sought in a different place, and probably the
 older book of the Isaurian period contained ceremonies (e.g. cc. 43,
 44) omitted in its revision. Further, Constantine describes some

 of his material as E'4iT1Xca 'O vTa rc Kab TO' 'YEp'OVT XPO?2'
 \ ~., ,

 o-vyyey,yEypaaoTa Kat oo-ov ov7rO) 7rpos avv7rap?lav 7rEpt0T77Eo-0at
 ,e'XXorTa. This probably refers to some of the ancient ceremonies,
 like the Gothic game (c. 83), in which the Latin formulae were
 extensively retained, and suggests that they did not occur in the
 latest ceremonial book (or books). The Gothic game, for instance,
 may have been preserved in the archives of the demes.

 With such materials Constantine had to do much in the way of
 arrangement to produce EtIppO'S' TtS' Kat ra`ts XEXoyWtE`v. It is for
 collection and arrangement that he takes credit. We were able to
 detect one case where he changed the order in which two cere-
 monies had stood in a previous edition (above, ? 34). There may
 be another more remarkable instance. In c. 18 (p. 109, 3) we read,

 O IaTtXVS' . . . CTE*?at V7O TOv) 7rpatcrolToV 8a Tro b'X)SY c
 iv-TEpo &itp'qTat EorpoTOE 3apcta/T30v I; 0bTE'OfOat. Nothing of
 the kind has been said in the previous pages. But in c. 66
 (p. 298, 8) we find, Xp?1 eElUvat oTt EzvWtoV 6 3ao XaEV's oV8ETOTE
 C7E'OTat, EC av'TqS' T~S a'PXqS Tav'Tqs T' aao?s XTo O" a' ax rv g~~ 7 rapa86oEan cvXaTTO--

 ,aVys-. It is possible, however, that this taboo was mentioned in
 the lost part of c. 9b, and therefore we cannot infer with certainty
 that c. 66 preceded c. 18 in the ninth-century ceremonial book.

 Comparative analysis of the details of the ceremonies may
 discover new criteria for chronoloaical discrimination. The secular
 ceremonies have still to be examined with the same care which
 Bieliaev bestowed on the ecclesiastical.

 -4 This may also apply to the descriptions of some of the Hippodrome ceremonies.
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 ? 40. It has been hinted in the foregoing investigation that
 the editorial activity of Constantine was not confined to collection,
 selection, arrangement, and the insertion of notes (whether by way
 of addition or by way of correction), but that he may also have
 revised the text of some of the ceremonial descriptions which he
 incorporated. From the nature of the case it would be difficult to
 prove this directly if we did not accidentally possess the pro-

 ceedings Eqrl 7poaycowy' yq1.ap%ov (in c. 55), in two forms, which
 follow each other in the manuscript. The duplicate is printedbyReiske
 in his Commentary (p. 289). There are a number of variations
 which are not due to scribal inaccuracy. The document in the
 text is more carefully written and shows some superiorities in
 syntax and style to the duplicate. It also presents curtailments,
 one or two additions, and a number of small differences not
 affecting the general sense. I may give one illustration:

 TEXT (p. 271). REISE, (p. 290).

 XPr 8' yLVWcFKIEV ot 7rpoXa/L- iip'o roV Of /0a'crat rOv 87qLLapXov
 /avov(otv EV; TOY OLKOV ToV irpo. 7rpoXafL/3avov-tv o0 TE yecTOVtapX-q Kat
 /8A7/OEVToS o aviro' yet7ovtapX7/ Kat o o vo0VapTlO /LETa KaL TOV /DEpOVS KaL
 v0Tap"0s Ka A o v XoL7roi Kal TcrTavmat TcrTavTat Kat ^fapov3rtv Tv 8apxov

 ' OV bLEp0VS EVC/LO0VVTre TOV vpO- ELS TOyrvXovJa av'rov.

 78kq6E`VTra e; TO\v 7rvXwva aviroVi.

 Observe the introduction of the transitional Xp?3) SE lytv cKEV
 (cp. above, ? 30).

 The nature of the variations enables us to solve the problem

 which puzzled Reiske. Qui factum fuerit tt hoC caput il 31 bis
 scriberetur, aliquali tamen cum discrepantia, non exputo. The
 solution is that the second is the older draft, the first a revised and
 improved copy of it, made for insertion in Constantine's com-
 pilation. The second was transcribed, through pure carelessness,

 instead of another document. For there is a heading to it: aKcroXo7yia
 CoIv 8 4,Ucov i7r t 7poa'yoy?' &q[LapXov. Instead of copying these acta
 the copyist inadvertently transcribed the discarded draft of the
 ceremony which he had just written out in its revised form.

 This case permits us to infer that others too of the ceremonial
 ,descriptions which were taken from older collections into the new
 compilation have been stylistically and otherwise revised in Con-
 stantine's literary workshop. Constantine had his standard of

 style even for the Oppo-ts' KaO,a0cuXlFdfEV, and was, in this respect, as
 we shall presently see, prepared to be critical.

 V. THE TREATISE 7rep' 7CT)v f8ao-tXtxWv rcazet&8iv.

 ? 41. In the Leipzig MS. the treatise ' De Cerimoniis' begins on
 f. 21v. Ff. 1-21r contain two short pieces which, though they
 have nothing to do with the ceremonies, have been strangely and
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 injudiciously printed as ' Appendix ad librum primum.' '5 The first
 of these pieces (ff. 1-4r) is clearly a fragment. There is no title or
 introduction; it opens abruptly with a list of stations (a"X'-Krra) at
 which the emperor halts on a military journey through Asia Minor.
 The second piece has a full title, and is dedicated by Constantine
 to his son Romanus. It is concerned with the arrangements for
 military expeditions, in which the emperor personally takes part.

 The author's prefatory remarks to this treatise are interesting.
 He caused a search to be made in the palace for memoranda bearing
 on the subject. He found none, but subsequently (0iJEi Kca?l 1o'Xts-)
 he discovered the existence of a work, in the monastery of Sigriane,
 by Leo Katakylas,36 a mnagister who became a monk. It was
 written by order of Leo VI. Paying a tribute to the writer's piety,
 Constantine is severe upon his want of literary education (7rat8da
 `EXX/qMK ') and his barbarous style. Nor was Leo's work complete.
 It hardly contained a third of the information which Constantine
 promises. Constantine also makes the important observation that
 the Tad$S TE Kal aKoXoVOLa observed on these expeditions was handed
 down from the Isaurian period.57

 Now the subject of this treatise and that of the fragment which
 precedes it are precisely the same. The theme is thus stated by

 Constantine in his preface (456, 6): vaaytatorepov 83 ri a)XXo

 yEVO'TO WOXEUtKYS EVl'oX/udaS /caz T7.S' Tcv '7rpoyovwv 7raXaas'
 +EvT'asVay r1v E7VO7XE`/ots e.XOV TO 7rpOTEprov a tX tXo s K T a 3o E 8 t O SI
 xarTaTrao-tv; the headings of the two sections contained in the
 fragment are: V'7r'06-os T&rT /3ao-tXtKjV TatetUCOV Kat

 v7rovi-tgs rCtoV aX7rX7)KT&)V, and o'-a 3Ei 7rapa0VvXa'TTEwV 8actXOs'
 e'XXovos' T a t 8 E v E v. It is impossible to suppose that we have

 to do with two distinct works. The fragment is evidently part, or
 was intended to form part, of the treatise which follows it.
 Either some of the pages of the original manuscript got misplaced
 or, as is much more probable, these two sections had been prepared
 for incorporation in the treatise but had not been incorporated, and
 were found in physical juxtaposition with it by that redactor, who is
 responsible for the form in which the 'De Cerimoniis' has come
 down. We have therefore to do with a single treatise, which
 might be called 7rEpt T-cwv 8actXu/c&v TaEt&wdv, and which in
 histories of literature should be dissociated from the work on the
 ceremonies and hold a distinct place of its own. J. B. BURY.

 55 This misled Rambaud (op. cit. p. 129) into supposing that the two books were
 separated ' par deux appendices ' i7t the MIS. Krumbacher (Gesch. der Byz. Litt.),
 wvho seldom overlooks anything, has overlooked the so-called Appendix.

 S8 For his career see De Boor, Vita Euthymii, pp. 140-2.
 57 The treatise contains one section (pp. 495-8) which is evidently transcribed from

 a document of the time of Justinian. It refers to an entry of that emperor into the
 capital (in A.m. 6033). We are here in the days of Persian wars, and consistorian
 counts, and tribunes, and protectores.
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